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Abstract

Single chromophores embedded in solid matrices exhibit veiy interesting proper¬

ties at cryogenic temperatures. One of the absorption bands, the zcro-phonon line,

becomes extremely narrow and intense at 1.8K. This narrowness results in a high

sensitivity of the zcro-phonon line towards modifications of the immediate surround¬

ing of the single molecule leading to shifts or broadenings of the band. Thus, the

single chromophores act as nanoscopic reporters of their environment. Further ad¬

vantages of low tempeiatuies are an increased luminescence quantum yield and a

strongly reduced photobleaehing. Scanning confocal optical microscopy is a power¬

ful technique to investigate the properties of single molecules. Three-dimensional

images can be recorded with a strong background rejection. A unique advantage

as compared to wide-field techniques is the possibility to select a single molecule

in an image and to selectively study the light emitted by this chromophorc ouly.

Hence, local analysis can be performed and experiments become possible, in which

time-dependent properties are investigated or which involve other scanning piobc

microscopies.

This woik is concerned with the design, implementation, and application of

a scanning confocal optical microscope operating at temperatures down to 1.8K.

Images of 23x23 //nr with a resolution of 800 nm can be acquired at superfluid

helium temperature. The instrument features coarse positioning capability as well

as online monitoring of the sample position.

New kinds of experiments can be performed by combining the scanning confocal

optical microscope with a scanning probe apparatus working at 1.8K. This instru¬

ment enables the precise positioning of a tip over the confocal volume in which the
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single molecule rests. Using the combined instrument, interactions between single

molecules and nanostrnctures can be investigated. For instance, the Staik effect of

the zcro-phonon lines of single pentacene molecules in a /»-tcrphenyl host at 1.8K

was studied by applying a voltage to a metallized scanning probe lip in contact

with the sample. A plateau in the Stark shift and a Gcld-clependcnt line width were

observed. A model based on a two-level system with a field-clcpendeut double-well

potential can explain the observed anomalies. The data show that the two-level sys¬

tem is induced by the tip. This experiment demonstrates that the spectral dynamics

of single molecules can be manipulated in a controlled way using a tip.

Tire capability of scanning confocal optical microscopy lo locally analyse optical

properties with high sensitivity has been cmploved in the study of a heterogeneous

sample. The luminescence of CaF2 thin films doped with very low concentrations of

Sm2^ ions was investigated at low temperatures. The film morphology was studied

independently by atomic force microscopy. The Sm2,~ ions are homogeneously dis¬

tributee! in the films and show photobleaching. Unexpectedly, on the film surface

strongly luminescent small topographic featrues arc observed that are found, by

spectral analysis, to contain Sm3|4 The formation of Sm3+ is probably owing to the

presence of oxvgen during film growth. In the films of lowest Sm2+ concentration,

on-off blinking behavior of isolated luminescent spots provides strong evidence for

the first observation of single ions in a crystal.

Finally, scanning confocal optical microscopy was used to investigate the time

properties of the fluorescence of single tcrrylene molecules in a crystalline host at

room temperature. Photon anival times were analvzed in terms of inter-photon

time distributions, second Older conelation functions, and the variance of the pho¬

ton number probability distribution. Antibunching at short times and bunching

behavior for lougei times was observed, associated with sub- and supcr-Poissonian

statistics, respectively. A rate-equation aualvsis of the molecular level populations

indicates the presence of reverse inter system crossing.



Zusammenfassung

Einzelne Chromophore, die in festen Matrizen eingebettet sind, weisen sehr in¬

teressante Eigenschaften bei tiefen Temperaturen auf. Eine der Anregungsban¬

den, die sogenannte NuUphononenlinie. wird bei 1.8 K extrem schmal und inten¬

siv. Diese Tatsache führt zu einer hohen Empfindlichkeit der NuUphononenlinie

gegenüber Änderungen der unmittelbaren Umgebung eines Einzelmoleküls, die sich

durch Verschiebungen oder Verbreiterungen der Bande äussern. Einzelne Chro¬

mophore können aus diesem Grund als nanoskopischc Berichterstatter über ihre

Umgebung dienen. Weitere Vorteile, die sich bei tiefen Temperaturen ergeben, sind

eine erhöhte Lumineszenzquantenausbeute und ein stark verringertes Photobleichcn.

Konfokale optische Rastermikroskopie lässf sich vorteilhaft zur Untersuchung von

Einzelmolcküleu einsetzen. Dreidimensionale Bilder können mit starker Unterdrück¬

ung des Untergrunds aufgenommen werden. Ein einmaliger Vorteil im Vergleich zur

Wcitfeldmikroskopie ist die Möglichkeit, in einem Bild cm Molekül auszuwählen

und das von ihm ausgestrahlte Licht selektiv zu studieren. Es können so lokale

Analysen durchgeführt werden und zeitliche Eigenschaften der Lumineszenz unter¬

sucht werden. Schliesslich werden auch Experimente ermöglicht, bei denen andere

Rastersondenmikroskopictcchniken einbezogen sind.

Diese Arbeit betasst sich mit dem Entwurf, der Entwicklung und der Anwen¬

dung eines konfokalen optischen Rastermikroskops, das bei Temperaturen bis L.8K

arbeitet. Bilder mit einer Glosse von 23x23 mir und einer Auflösung von 800nm

können in supraflüssigcni Helium aufgenommen werden. Das Instrument erlaubt

eine grobe Einstellung und ständige Überwachung der Probenposition.
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Neuartige Experimente werden durch die Kombination des konfokalen op¬

tischen Rastermikroskops mit einer bei L.8K betriebenen Rastersondenapparatur

ermöglicht. Dieses Instrument erlaubt die präzise Positionierung einer Spitze über

dem konfokalen Volumen, irr dem sich das Einzelmolekül befindet. Mittels des

kombinierten Instruments können Wechselwirkungen zwischen Einzelmolcküleu und

Nanostrukturcn untersucht werden. Als Beispiel wurde der Stark Effekt, auf die

NuUphononenlinie von Pcntacen Molekülen in einer p-Tcrphenyl Matrix bei 1.8 K

studiert, indem eine Spannung auf eine metallisierte Rastersondenspitzc angelegt

wurde, die in Kontakt mit der Probe war. Ein Plateau in der Stark Verschiebung

und eine fcldabhängige Linienbreite wurden beobachtet. Ein Modell, das auf einem

Zwei-Niveau-System mit feldabhängigem Doppelrnuldcnpotential basiert, kann die

beobachteten Anomalien erklären. Die Daten zeigen, class das Zwei-Nivcau-Systcm

von der Spitze induziert wird. Das Experiment beweist,, class die spektrale Einzel-

molekülclvnamik mittels einer Spitze kontrolliert werden kann.

Die Möglichkeit mit konfokaler optischer Rastermikroskopie lokal optische

Eigenschaften mit hoher Empfindlichkeit zu analysieren, wurde zum Studium einer

heterogenen Probe verwendet. Die Lumineszenz dünner CaF2-Filme, die mit einer

sehr kleiner Konzentration von Sm2+-lonen dotiert sind, wurde bei tiefen Temper¬

aturen untersucht. Die Morphologie des Films wurde unabhängig davon mittels

Rasterkraftmikroskopie studiert. Die Sm2+-lonen sind in den Filmen homogen

verteilt und weisen Photobleichen auf. Ausserdem werden kleine, staik lumi-

neszierende, topographische Strukturen auf dei Filmoberfläche beobachtet. Eine

spektrale Analyse zeigt, dass die Strukturen Smw-lonen enthalten. Die Bildung der

Sm3+-Toncn kann auf die Anwesenheit von Saueistoff während des Filmwachstums

zurückgeführt werden. In dem am schwächsten dotierten Film liefert das Blinkver-

haltcn isolierter lumineszierender Bereiche einen Nachweis für die erste Beobachtung

einzelner Ionen in einem Kristall.

Schliesslich wurde konfokale Rastermikroskopie angewandt, um die zeitlichen

Eigenschaften der Fluoreszenz einzelner Teuvlen-Moleküle in einem Kristall bei

Raumtemperatur zu untersuchen. Photonen-Ankunftszeiten wurden mittels Photo-

nenankimftszcitdifferenzveiteilungen. Korielationsfunktionen zweiter Ordnung und

der Varianz der Photonenanzahlwahrseheinlichkcitsveiteilung analysiert. "An-
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tibunching'" bei kurzen Zeiten und "Bunching" bei längerem Zeiten begleitet

von entsprechender sub-Poissonschcr und super-Poissonscher Statistiken wurde

beobachtet. Eine Analyse der molekularen Zustandsbevölkcrungen mit kinetischen

Gleichungen deutet auf das Auftreten eines umgekehrten Intcrkombinationsprozesscs

hin.
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esume

Les chromophores individuels présentent des propriétés très intéressantes lorsqu'ils

sont inclus dans des mat lices solides à basses températures. Une des bandes

d'absorption, la raie sans phonon. devient extrêmement étroite et intense à 1.8K.

De cette éfroitcssc découle une sensibilité accrue de la raie sans phonon par rap¬

port aux modifications de l'environnement immédiat de la molécule individuelle.

Ces changements conduisent à des déplacements ou à des élargissements de la raie.

C'est pourquoi, les chromophores individuels se comportent comme des rapporteurs

nanoscopiques de leur environnement. En plus de cette sensibilité acciue, le fait de

travailler à basses températures procure une augmentation du rendement quantique

de luminescence et une forte réduction de la photoclestruction des molécules. La

microscopic optique confocale à balayage est une méthode puissante d'investigation

des propriétés des molécules individuelles. Elle pcimet d'obtenir des images en trois

dimensions avec une forte suppression du bruit de fond. Un avantage important,

comparé aux méthodes en champ large, consiste clans la possibilité de choisir une

molécule individuelle dans une image et d'étudier sélectivement la lumière émise par

ce seul chromophoie. De cette manière, des analyses locales peuvent être effectuées,

et des expériences deviennent possibles, dans lesquelles les propriétés temporelles

sont étudiées ou qui impliquent d'autres microscopies à balayage.

Ce travail a pour objet la conception, le développement et l'application d'un

microscope optique confocal à balavage fonctionnant à des températures aussi basses

que L.8K. Des images de 23x23 i/nr peuvent êtie acquises avec une résolution de

800uni clans l'hélium superfluide. Cet instrument permet aussi d'ajuster et de

surveiller la position de l'échantillon.
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Des expériences d'un nouveau type deviennent accessibles lorsqu'on combine le

microscope confocal avec un appareil à balayage de sondes. Cet appareil permet de

placer précisément, une pointe au-dessus du volume confocal dans lequel se trouve

la molécule individuelle. Grâce à cet instrument, combiné, les interactions existant

entre une molécule individuelle et une nanostructure peuvent être étudiées. Par

exemple, l'effet Stark de la raie sans phonon de molécules de pentaccne inclues

clans un cristal de p-terplrényle a été mesuré à 1.8K, en appliquant, une tension sur

une pointe métallisée qui se trouvait en contact avec l'échantillon. On observe un

plateau dans le déplacement, Staik ainsi qu'une dépendance de la largeur spectrale

par rapport au champ électrique appliqué. Un modèle basé sur un système à deux

niveaux, dont le potentiel des puits dépend du champ électrique appliqué, peut

expliquer les anomalies observées. Les données montrent, que le système à deux

niveaux est induit par la pointe. Cette expérience démontre que la dynamique

spectrale d'une molécule individuelle peut être manipulée de manière controllce en

utilisant une pointe.

La capacité, en microscopic confocale, d'analyser localement les piopriétés

optiques avec une grande sensibilité a été appliquée à l'étude d'un échantillon

hétérogène. La luminescence de films minces de CaF2 dopés avec une concentra¬

tion très faible de ions Sm2+ a été examinée à basses températures. La morphologie

du film a été étudiée indépendamment par microscopie à force atomique. Les ions

Srn2+ sont repartis de manière homogène dans le film et peuvent être détruits par la

lumière. De manière inattendue, on observe à la surface du film de petites structures

topographiques à forte luminescence qui se révèlent par analyse spectrale contenir

des ions Sut3 '. La formation des ions Sm3+ est probablement clue à la présence

d'oxygène lors de la croissance du film. Dans le film le moins dopé, on observe un

phénomène de clignotement de cei tains points luminescents, piouvant qu'il s'agit de

la première observation de ions individuels clans un cristal.

Pour finir, la microscopie confocale a été appliqué à l'étude des piopriétés tem¬

porelles de la fluorescence de molécules individuelles de ferrylène inclues dans un

cristal à tempéiatuic ambiante. Les temps d'arrivée de photons ont, été analyses

en termes de distributions d'intervalles de temps entre photons, de fonctions de

corrélation de second ordre et de variances de la distribution de probabilités du
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nombre de photons. Les phénomènes de dégroupement de photons aux temps courts

et, de groupement de photons aux temps longs ont été observés, respectivement con¬

jugués à une statistique subpoissonienne et à une statistique superpoissonienne.

Une analyse en terme d'évolution des populations des niveaux moléculaires indique

la présence d'un croisement inter-systèmes renversé.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

AFM Atomic force micioscopv

CW Continuous wave

diarrr. Diameter

FFT Fast Fourier transform

FWHM Full width at half maximum

He-Nc Helium-neon

1R Infrared

MBE Molecular beam epitaxy

O.D. Optical density

PACS Peak absorption cross-section

PW Phonon wing

SBR Signal-to-backgrouncl latio

SCOM Scanning confocal optical microscopy 01 scanning confocal optical microscope

SMS Single-molecule spectroscopy

SNOM Scanning near-field optical microscopy

SNR Signal-to-noisc ratio

SPA Scanning probe apparatus

SPAD Single-photon counting avalanche photodiode

SPM Scanning piobe microseopv

STiYl Scanning tunneling microscopy
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TIA Time-interval analyzer

TLS Two-level system

ZPL Zcro-phonon line

Mathematical and Physical Symbols

a Acceleration

A Energy asymmetry of a two-level system

A0 TLS's asymmetry at, zeio external electric field

A\ Linear term of the TLS's asymmetry on the external voltage

cTLS,ph TLS-phonon coupling constant

d Dimcnsionlcss parameter of the flip rate

Cdw Debye-Waller factor

Cpc Franck-Condon factor-

Cm Molecular contrast,

d-)] Transvcise piezoelectric constant

d^ Longitudinal piezoelectric constant

<715 Shear piezoelectric constant

ECK\ External static electric field

Eml Internal field

jFrrs Electric field induced by the two-level svstem

£ Energy splitting between the two eigenstates of a TLS

,/t Lorcntz factor

F Force

F(u — vq) Line profile

g Earth acceleration, g = 9 Sims-2

g^(r) Second-oidcr correlation function

/? Planck constant. /? = 6.626 10"u is

/(/) Photocount rate at time t
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7 Average photocount rate

7b Average photocount rate of the background

ID Inner diameter

7t, Laser intcusitv

Ibàx Saturation intensitv

I Classical light intensify

J(r) Number density of photons at time r provided that there was a photon at

r = 0

Jm Molecular J(r)

Jtls Coupling between the two levels of a TLS

kTi Boltzmann constant, kB '-- 1-38 • iO^FlKF1

A', Radiative decay rate

I'rp Part of A'3, independent of the laser intensity

k'r Reverse inteisystem crossing

kn Excitation late

A,'2i Decay rate from Si to So

A,¥23 Tntcrsystem-ciossing rate

/v'3i Decay rate from Tt to So

k\-\ Part, of kn linearly dependent on the laser intensity

K(t) Probability density foi the recording of a next photon at time r provided that

theie was a photon at t -- 0

Km Moleculai 7v(r)

7v"tls Flip rate

L Length

L^t) Probability dcnsitv for the recording of the i'th photon at time r provided that

there was a photon at r
— 0

m Mass

n Number of photons

nt Refractive index
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NA Numerical aperture

OD Outer diameter

p Occupation probability of the TLS's upper state

P Laser power

Q(Tmi) Normalized second factorial moment,

rlcsoi Resolution

7? Fluorescence emission rate

/?riei Photocount rate

7?(iot,oo Maximal photocount rate

7t>00 Maximum emission late

i?im, Root mean square roughness

s Laplace variable

S Area

t Time

/deia> Delay time

tw Thickness

7^ Temperature

Tm( Integration time

71ad Radiative lifetime

T\ Fluorescence lifetime

T2 Total dephasing time

T2* Ptrrc dephasing time

U Voltage

Uoxi External applied voltage

u Frequency splitting clue to a TLS

w Width

a First, exponent ol the second-order correlation function

ß Second exponent of the second-order correlation function
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P Line width in MHz

Fhom Homogeneous line width in Hz

F0 Line width at zero laser intensify

Ax, y, z Scan range in x,v.z

Arc Dilference in the polarizabihtv between the ground and the excited state

A/7 Difference of permanent dipole moments between the ground and the excited

state

Av Frequency shift

e Dielectric constant

Co Vacuum dielectric constant, to — 8 854 • "10"12Fm~l

r] External field per volt applied voltage

'/col Collection efficiency

?]dCi Overall detection efficiencv

9 Angle between the chtomophoie's dipole moment and the exciting field

0CO\ Half-angle of collection

9mo] Angle between a molecule and the optical axis

$ti,s Parameter of the relaxation function

A Wavelength

A0 Resonance wavelength

AL Laser wavelength

// Transition dipole moment

/./g Static Diction coefficient

/'TLS Permanent dipole moment of a two-level svstem

v Frequency in Hz

vq Resonance frequency in Hz

i/l Laser frcquencv

î>l Laser wavenumber

<^ Field enhancement
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Ai(r) Population of the state i

a Absorption cross-section

do Absorption cross-section at zero laser intensity

cTp Peak absorption cross-section

t Time difference

(/)[ Fluorescence quantum yield

</>iSC Infersystcm-crossing quantum vield

éi, Luminescence quantum yield

<£>(/,) Relaxation function

u)(i) Vfodulated resonance angular frequency

u'(t) Time-varying part of the modulated angular frequency

ujq Resonance angular frequency without TLS

Q Parameter of the relaxation function



1. Introduction

Nequa forte tarnen coeptes diffidere dtctis, quod 'nequeunt oculis rerurn

primordia cerni, accipe praeterea quae corpora tute necessest confiteare esse

in rebus, nee posse videri.

But since you may doubt the validity of a doctrine requiring the exis¬

tence of invisible elements, I shovld, like to draw your attention to certain

bodies which must be allowed to exist, although tue can't see them.

Titus Lucretius Cams, "De rerum natura/', Liber primus
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Investigation and manipulation of matter on a molecular or atomic scale has

been a dream for a long time. The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope by

Binnig and coworkers in 1982 [1,2] followed bv the development, of the atomic force

microscope in L986 [3] enabled the recording of images of single atoms and molecules

for the first time. This development opened a new field of research devoted to the

investigation of the newlv discovered ''nano"-world with applications in physics and

in chemistry [4,5]. The first optical detection of single molecules was performed

some years later in 1989 bv Moerner and Kador using a sophisticated absorption

experiment involving a double modular ion scheme [6]. In 1990, Orrit and cowoikers

applied fluorescence techniques for the observation of single chromophores [7], dras¬

tically improving (he signal-to-noise ratio and triggering a very fast development in

the field of single-molecule detection and spectroscopy [8-Llj. Optical imaging was

demonstrated in 1993 by Betzig and coworkers [L2] using scannirrg near-field optical

microscopy at, room temperature.

Single molecules arc inteiesting objects to investigate. The quantum-mechanical

effects intrinsic to experiments with a single chromophorc have attracted much at¬

tention. Unlike measurements on bulk samples, observables like emission intensify,

spectial position, etc do not evolve continuouslv. but rather undergo discrete jumps.

Several experiments have been performed to investigate the quantum optical aspects

of the interaction between a single molecule and light, [11].

The main application of single-molecule detection employs the chromophores

as nanoscopic repot tors of their immediate environment. In these experiments, sin¬

gle molecules arc not investigated foi their intrinsic properties, but rather for the

modifications of their charaeteiislies caused by the surrounding environment. Single

molecules possess several properties which make them suitable as nanoscopic detcc-

tors. First, the dimensions of a single molecule aie vcrv small. A single chromophoie

can be attached or embedded m virtually any environment. This is of much interest

in biology where single molecules aie used as fluorescent markers of biomolecules

such as proteins [13]. Second, the properties of single molecules are extremely sen¬

sitive to the surrounding. Fspeciallv at supeiuuid helium temperature, the unique

spectroscopic properties of single chiomophores allow for detecting minute effects

which usually cannot be observed. Finallv. the removal of averaging effects is the
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main advantage and the key of using single chromophores as nanoscopic reporters.

In heterogeneous systems, conventional techniques only provide averaged informa¬

tion, whereas single-molecule detection allows for the investigation of every state

independently.

Scanning confocal optical microscopy (SCOM) is one of the most, popular meth¬

ods to investigate single molecules at room temperature [9]. High-resolution three-

dimensional images can be obtained with excellent, background rejection, lire prin¬

cipal advantage of the technique is the possibilité' to select a certain location after

having recorded an image and to study specific pioperties of the light emitted from

that position. This way, local analysis of the fluorescence of single molecules can be

performed. This is impossible using other common imaging techniques such as wide-

field microscopy. By selecting the light emitted by a single chromophore, temporal

properties, such as decay curves or autocorrelation functions, can be investigated.

The ultimate limit in sensitivity can be reached with single-molecule detection,

but the optical resolution remains far above the molecular dimensions. SCOM can be

easily combined with scanning probe microscopv (SPM) techniques such as scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) or atomic force niicioscopy (AFM). The combination of

SCOM. SPM and single-molecule detection opens new possibilities to record optical

images with enhanced resolution well below the diffraction limit [14], which could

improve current, techniques such as scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM).

Single molecules exhibit unique spectroscopic properties at L.8K, which enable

a, significant gain in sensitivitv. Furthermore, an considerable increase of the lumi¬

nescence quantum yield and a significantly diminished photobleaching are expected

for chromophores cooled to low temperatures. It would therefore be desirable to ex¬

ploit the advantages of SCOM to investigate single molecules at, L.8K, although the

implementation of SCOM at low temperatures is connected with important technical

difficulties.

This thesis deals with the implementation of SCOM for temperatures clown to

1.8 K. The capabilities and the usefulness of the new instrument are illustrated with

several experiments.
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In chapter 2, a brief introduction to single-molecule spectroscopy (SMS) is pre¬

sented which reviews the basic concepts employed in the following chapters. The

theoretical background for the experiments is discussed. The experimental tech¬

niques and the apparatus are then described in chapter 3. Hie development and the

implementation of the low-temperature SCOM are discussed in detail with emphasis

on the important concepts underlying the design. The capabilities of the instrument

are illustrated by some experiments.

The following chapters describe the main applications of SCOM. Chapter 4

considers the combination of SCOM with a scanning probe apparatus (SPA). The

technical aspects of the implementation of such an instrument are discussed. Tb

illustrate the potential of the method, an experiment is described where the Stark

effect induced by a metallized tip on single molecules is investigated. Interesting new

phenomena such as an anomalous Stark effect and tip-induced spectral diffusion are

observed, ft is likely that the tip gives rise to new degrees of freedom in the matrix

responsible for the dynamics. This represents the first, experiment where the spectral

properties of a single molecule have been manipulated in a controlled way using a

tip.

Another interesting application of SCOM is presented iir chapter 5 where the

capability to locally investigate the properties of the luminescence is exploited. Thin

films of CaFo doped with traces of Sur
~

exhibit sharp morphological structures,

which scorn to appear during growth. Using SCOM, it, can be shown that these

structures arc bright and are doped bv SnF+ ions. Strong evidence for the first

observation in a solid matrix of single-ion luminescence is presented.

Finally in chapter 6, room-temperature measurements of fluorescence autocor¬

relation functions are discussed winch illustrate the tvpe of information provided in

general bv SCOM experiments in the time domain. It is demonstrated that single

molecules emit optical fields which can onlv be described by quantum optics. Fur¬

thermore, an unexpected photoplivsical process, i.e. reverse intcrsystem-crossing, is

obseivcd.
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2, Fundamentals of

single-molecule spectroscopy

The fundamentals of single-molecule spectroscopy arc introduced. The spec¬

tral properties of chromophores embedded in solid matrices at 1.8 K arc

described. The requirements for SMS are discussed. The information con¬

tained in the spectral characteristics and the temporal behavior about the

environment of a single molecule is reviewed. Finally, the basics of experi¬

ments in which the chromophore's properties are modified by applying an

external perturbation — in particular a static electric field — are intro¬

duced.
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2.1 Introduction

Certain kinds of molecules embedded in solid matrices at 1.8 K exhibit a very sharp

absorption barrel, the zero-phonon line (ZPL). The presence of an intense and narrow

ZPL is only ensruccl when stringent requirements arc fulfilled by the properties of

the chromophore-matrix system. The extreme sharpness of the ZPL is the property

which gives rise to the high sensitivity of single molecules at low temperature towards

modifications of the immediate surrounding, which lead to shifts or broadenings of

the band. In SMS, a uairow band laser is tuned over the ZPLs while detecting

the red-shifted fluorescence emitted by the single molecules. In this manner, an

excitation spectrum of the chromophores can be recorded, due different spatial

positions of the single molecules in the sample aie imaged using the scanning confocal

optical microscope.

In this chaptci, the spectroscopic properties of single molecules embedded in

solid matrices at 1.8K aie reviewed. The room-temperature properties arc also

mentioned for comparison and as preparation for chapter 6. This background is

used to determine the requirements that guarantee an intense and narrow ZPL.

Also, the photophysical prerequisites for the chromophore to have a high maximum

emission rate are discussed. Then, methods are described how information about, the

environment, of a single molecule can be extracted from the shape and the position of

the ZPL and from an analysis of the temporal behavior of the fluorescence. Further

information can be aeciuired when the influence of external perturbations, such as a

static external electric field, on the ZPL is investigated.

2.2 Low-temperature spectroscopy of impurity

molecules in solid matrices

2.2.1 The spectrum of a single chromophore

Chromophores embedded in solid matrices are often called '"impurity" molecules

and the term "host-guest svstem" is used. The electronic absorption spectrum of
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single impurity molecules at superfluid hctiurn temperature exhibits very particular

featrrres which are employed in SMS. Fig. 2.1 depicts the absorption spectrum of

the lowest vibration-free electronic transition of a single chromophore [15,16]. The

spectral shape is composed of an extrenrelv narrow line folfowed by a blue-shifted

broad band. The narrow feature corresponds to the purely electronic transition

of the chromophore and is consequentlv called the zcro-phonon line (ZPL). The

broad band originates from the generation of phonons in the surrounding matrix in

addition to the impurity excitation and is called the phonon wing (PW).

-0.001 cm1

-30 cm1

Frequency

Figure 2.1: Absorption spectrum of the lowest, vibration-

free transition of a single impurity molecule at, 1.8 K: zero-

phonon line and phonon wmg.

At, very low temperatut es (typically below IK) and assuming that, the chro¬

mophore is only coupled to the phonons of the matrix, the ZPL can be described by

a Lorentzian line profile (sec e.g. [S. 17])

F{p--p0) =

t r hom/
/2

FF (v - uo)2 - (rhom/2)3
(2.1)

where v0 F the resonance frequency of the transition. r)l0m denotes the full width

at half maximum (FWIIM) of the ZPL and is iclated to the total dephasing time
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T2 consists of two distinct, contributions. J\ denotes the lifetime of the excited state

of the chromophore (fluorescence lifetime), which is composed of both radiative and

non-radiative clecav channels. To is called the pure dephasing time and describes

the decay of the coherence of the electronic transition owing to interactions with

the environment. T2 reflects the coupling of the impurity molecule with the low-

frequency phonons and the pseudo-local modes of the surrounding matiix [8]. In

analogy to the pressure broadening observed in gas-phase molecular spectroscopy,

where the collisions between molecules induce a broadening of the lines, T2 can be

considered as originating from the scattering of phonons by the chromophore. T2

varies strongly with temperature, because it depends on the equilibrium phonon dis¬

tribution. At sufficiently low temperatures (in molecular crystals already at 1.8K),

most of the phonon modes aie not populated, and T2 vanishes. The width of the

ZPL is then dominated by 7~\.

The power of low-temper atme spectroscopy becomes evident when considering

typical numbers. Molecules of pentacene embedded in a p-terphenyl crystal exhibit

an excited state lifetime TL — 23 5 ns (see Table 3.3). Accordingly, the ZPL has a

line width as narrow as 6.8MHz, which has to be compared to the 840GHz that

make up 1 nm (at 600 nm). A further comparison can be made to the homogeneous

line width of single molecules irr a liquid at, loom temperature which is typically

1000 cur"1 ~ 33 nm [10]. The extreme nairowness of the ZPL Is responsible for

the high sensitivity towards changes in the environment of the single molecule in

the form of shifts of the frequency position or broadenings of the line, which arc

typically caused by dipolar rnteraetions or strain fields.

Transitions to higher vibronic levels exhibit the same qualitative properties as

the 0-0 band. However, the lifetime of the vibronic states is considerably shorter

than for the lowest state as a result oi the first internal conversion within picoseconds.

Consequently, the ZPL of vibrational sidelines is tvpically three orders of magnitude

broader than the ZPL of the 0-0 band [181.
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Another interesting property of low-temperature spectroscopy is the increase of

the peak absorption cross-section (PACS) as compared to room temperature. High

peak absorption cross-sections are favorable in SMS, because lower laser intensities

arc needed to excite the single molecules, and thus the background is reduced. The

PACS at the maximum of the ZPL can be described by the simple relation [18,19]

cTP(T) - C, ctFw(F) -^ • 3^° cos2(ö), (2.3)

where A0 is the wavelength at the maximum of the ZPL and cos2((9) is a geometrical

factor accounting for the angle 0 between the chromophore's dipole moment and

the exciting field. Tim\ is the radiative lifetime. Jiaci -- T\/0r, where <i>fis the

fluorescence quantum yield. CVc is the Franck-Conclon factor of the 0-0 transition,

which describes the distribution of the oscillator strength between the vibrational

sidebands. CVny(T) is the Dcbve-Waller factor, which describes the relative intensity

of the ZPL compared to the phonon wing and is defined by the following relation

r

m -

s7vl{T) , ,

cdw ( t ) -

7—7=7,—7; 777, (2.4)
•j/plU ) + <-nw\ {1 )

where FzplC-0 and S-p\y(T) aie the integrated intensities of the ZPL and the PW

respectively. The sum of 5/m (T) and Sp\\(T) is constant. An increase of the

temperature diminishes the Dcbve-Waller fact01 by transfer!ing a part of the inte¬

grated intensity from the ZPL to the PW. Consequently, it, is important to work

at, sufficiently low temperature to stuclv the ZPL. Furthermore, the magnitude of

the Dcbve-Waller factor is inverselv proportional to the elcctron-phonon coupling,

which should be reduced as far as possible.

An estimate of the PACS at 1.8 K can be calculated for the molecule of pen-

tacene inp-terphenvl. A0 is equal to 592.3nm, CrcrCYw(F) is ~ 0.1 in first approx¬

imation [19.20] and T2 ^ 2T| can be assumed. The resulting values for the PACS

amounts to L0~10 enr, which is 5-b orders of magnitude higher than a typical absorp¬

tion cross-section at 100111 temperature (a = 6 10_l6cm2) [10]. The actual PACS

will depend stronglv on the orientation of the molecule with respect to the exciting

field. It is important to note that the PACS is not 1 elated to the lincwidfh of the
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ZPL and consequently not, to the lifetime of the chromophore. Strongly forbidden

transitions exhibit the same numerical value for the PACS as allowed transitions.

2.2.2 The spectrum of several chromophores

The spectral properties described in the last section concern only one single chro¬

mophore embedded in a matrix. The resulting spectrum is called "homogeneous".

On the other hand, the spectrum of a collection of impurity molecules irr a matrix

is named "inhomogeneous" and is generativ much broader than the homogeneous

band.

In a real solid, not all the spatial positions are equivalent. Even for a crystal,

individual lattice positions can be different because of the existence of surfaces and

the presence of the impurity molecules themselves [8], As illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a),

every chromophore sees a slightly different environment, and thus, the ZPLs ap¬

pear at various frequency positions. The resulting distribution of these frequency

positions exhibits in general a Gaussian shape and forms the inhomogcnotis line as

depicted in Fig. 2.2(b). The width of the band depends on the degree of disorder

in the solid. High-quality crystals like p-terphonyl eloped with peutacene can ex¬

hibit inhomogeneous lines as narrow as 1 GHz (see chapter 3.6). On the other hand,

highly disordered systems like glasses or polymers show typically bands which are

10 THz broad [11.16].

The existence of the inhomogeneous line has several advantages for SMS. ff

sufficiently small concentrations arc used, the continuous Gaussian band degenerates

into a series of homogeneous lines distributed randomly in the frequency domain

as sketched in Fig. 2.2(c). This distribution provides a very convenient way to

separate single molecules spectrally, which was used at the beginning of SMS and

is still employed when microscopy techniques aie not, available. In comparison,

SCOM enables the direct, discrimination of the chromophores in the spatial domain

obviating the need of the spectral selection. In the latter case, the existence of

the inhomogeneous band provides a convenient means of changing the apparent

concentration by timing the laser frequencv.
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(c)

Frequency

Figure 2.2: Inhomogeneous band of a collection of single molecules

at, 1.8 K. (a) Illustration of the inoquivalent positiorrs in a solid, the

sketch describes the stiuctuie of the solid, while the black rectan¬

gles represent single molecules, (b) Inhomogeneous band at, high
impurity concentration, (c) Inhomogeneous band at, low impurity
concentration.
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2.3 Requirements for SMS

2.3.1 Zero-phonon line

While single-molecule detection can be performed with virtually cverv fluorescent

dye at room temperature, only a very few host-guest systems exhibit a ZPL suffi¬

ciently narrow and intense to permit not onlv detection, but also excitation spec¬

troscopy of single molecules. In the following, a review of the requirements guaran¬

teeing a strong ZPL is presented based on the concepts introduced in the previous

section.

A high PACS corresponds to an intense ZPL. Thus, the parameters influencing

the ZPL can be deduced from Eq. 2.3. Consequently the following remarks can be

made:

• T2(T) should be approximative^ equal to 2T,ad, and consequently T2 should

be vanishingly small. Thus, it is necessaiv to work at temperatures low enough

to guarantee a negligible phonon excitation (typically some Kelvins). Further¬

more, the impurity molecule should fit relatively well in the host, to avoid

motional degrees of freedom cor responding to local vibrations at low energies.

• The Franck-Condon factor CVc of the 0-0 line should be as strong as possible.

The optimum is obtamed when the equilibiium geometry of the molecular

structure is identical in the ground and in the excited state. Because the same

condition causes non-radiative clecav channels to be negligible, all intensively

fluorescent chromophores usuallv exhibit a strong Franck-Condon factor. In

such molecules, the excitation is usuallv highly dclocalizecl as is the case in

poly-aromatic hvdrocarbons (PAH).

• The Dcbve-Waller factor CYw(F) should be large. This represents the most

stringent condition. Foi this purpose, the clectron-phonon coupling should be

as small as possible. At room temperature, a measure for that coupling is

piovided bv the extent of the Stokes shift, i.e. the difference between the max¬

imum peaks in absorption and in emission. The general rule states that the
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electron-phonon coupling is less significant in systems where both the chro¬

mophores and the matrix are strongly apolar. Therefore, suitable impurity

molecules arc centrosymmetric PAHs, which do not possess a permanent dipole

moment in both the ground and excited state. In contrast,, chromophores hav¬

ing heferoatoms like oxygen 01 nitrogen in their stiucturc should be avoided.

For similar reasons, suitable matrices aie tvpically apolai organic crystals or

polymers.

2.3.2 Photophysics

The requirements described in the previous section guarantee the presence of an

intense ZPL. In addition, in order to efficiently detect single molecules, the emitted

fluorescence signal should be strong enough to over come background light. The max¬

imum emission rate depends on the photoplivsical properties of the chromophore.

The same concepts are valid for room- and low-temperature experiments except of

a slightly different excitation scheme.

Fig. 2.3 depicts a typical Jablonski diagram of a PALI [JO]. The maximum signal

which can be obtained from a single molecule depends on the various decay channels

of the excited state. The emission light that finally reaches the defector consists in

the fluorescence into vibronic states which is sufficiently red-shifted (typically 10 nm)

to pass the fitters. Negligible non-rachative de-excitations and a short, fluorescence

lifetime imply high emission rates

The maximal count rate is mostly determined by the triplet state. This effect

can be easily understood qualitatively. The molecule will perform an intersystcm

crossing with a frequency given bv the intetsvstem-crossing quantum yield c<3isc -

^W(^2i F Ä'2-i). where k2i is the mtersystem-ciossmg rate and k2i is the decay rate

from Si to S0- The molecule will lemam m the triplet state for a time determined

by the triplet lifetime, which is considerably longer than the singlet lifetime. During

that time, the chromophore will remain dark. Thus, the triplet state acts as a

bottleneck. Conscciuentlv, molecules with strong intcrsystem-crossing rates or long

triplet lifetimes display a much dinier fluorescence. Another effect, of the triplet, state
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Figure 2.3: Jablonski diagram of a PAH molecule. The horizontal solid lines denote

vibration states, whereas the clashed lines represent phonon states (only shown for

the ground state). The vertical solid arrows designate excitations, the dashed arrows

radiative transitions, the wave-like arrows non-radiative transitions. (ILL) denotes

the excitation scheme at, room temperature: the single molecule is first excited in a

higher vibronic state, then a fast relaxation occurs to the lowest vibration state of

Si. (LT) indicates the excitation scheme at low temperature: the single molecule

is directly excited in the lowest state of Si; in this case induced emission can occur

back to the ground state. When designating the transition rates k\], label i denotes

the state at the beginning and label j the state at the end of the process. Suffix 1

corresponds to the ground state So, suffix 2 to the first excited singlet state Si, and

suffix 3 to the first triplet state TL.
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is a saturation of the emission rate, because beyond a certain excitatiorr intensity

any further absorption of photon will mainly result in an increased population of the

triplet state. Analysis of the dynamics of the three-level system [20-22] in a fashion

similar to the treatment in section 2.5 leads to an estimation of the fluorescence

emission rate R

R(li) = Ro.:^rTr> (2"5)
Id R / /sal

where /L denotes the excitation intensity. Tbaf the saturation intensity, and fFo Ike

maximum emission rate at saturation. RM and 7?TO are related to the properties of

the molecule

T
{/on T k2-i) , p _

kx , ,

Fat
'-

7
' '«F- Aoo

= —

-, (2.6)
(7(1 ^tb /V(b

where ^ is the radiative decay rate, a0 the absorption cross-section at zero laser-

intensity, and Ä'tb is a factor taking into account the triplet bottleneck. Kn, = (Zfr+

2) in the case of icsonant excitation (low-temperature), whereas Atb — (At + 1)

for non-resonant excitation (room-tcmpeiature). At is given as

,4T = .p. (2.7)

The satrrration of the molecular transition influences the pioperties of the ZPL.

To obtain precise spectroscopic data, experiments at low temperature must be per¬

formed at, excitation intensities well-below saturation. This is due to an effect called

power broadening. The line Aviclth of the ZPL depends on the excitation intensity

l\orn(h)^T0s/l + lL/lAh (2.8)

where Pq designates the lhrcAvidth at zero laser intensity.

Considering a practical example, the molecule of pentacene in a p-terphenyl

crystal displays a photophysical behavioi Avhich is dominated to a large extent, by

the triplet bottleneck. Using the photoplivsical parameters summarized in Table 3.3,

i? and Phom are plotted as a function of It in Fig. 2.4 for resonant excitation at low
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temperature rrsing the PACS as <t0. The rather small maximal emission rate of pcn-

taccne of 3.0F06photons/s is mainly limited bv the fairly fast intersystem-crossing

rate. In comparison, terrylene (see Table 3.3) displays much more favorable photo¬

physical parameters and thus exhibits a maximal emission rate of i.0-108 photons/s.
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Figure 2.4: Saturation of the ZPL of penlaccne for resonant excitation at, 1.8K.

(a) Plot of the emission rate R against the laser excitation intensity 1L. (b) PoAver

bioadcning: Plot of the lincAvidth rhom against Ih. The clashed lines denote the

behavior at saturation intensity.

As a last requirement, not only the photophysical parameters but, also the

photochemical properties are important in assessirrg the suitability of a molecule

for SMS. Chemically inactFe host-guest systems should be preferred. PAHs arc

in this respect, once more especially suitable. Photobleaching of the chromophore

limits the overall number of photons which can be acquired. Quantitatively, this can

be appraised using the photobleaching quantum yield. At room temperature, the

overall number of photons is mainly dominated bv photobleaching. Typical quantum

efficiencies for photo-destruction range from 10 '
to ]0~\ although an exceptional

quantum efficiency of 10"s has been obsciA'ed for terrvlcne in p-tcrphenyl [23]. In

contrast, single molecules in crystals at 1.8 K hardly exhibit, any photochemistry. In

general, working at low temperature (i.e. Ioaati than liquid nitrogen temperature,

77 K) results in a dramatic increase of the photochemical stability.

Summarizing these concepts, the following remarks can be made to achieve an

optimum emission:
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The fluorescence should be intense with a fluorescence quantum yield fa ~ J

and a very short, Tiaci.

The intersvsteni-ciossing rate k2>, should be sIoav and the triplet lifetime short

as compared to the fluorescence in order to minimize the triplet bottleneck.

Therefore, molecules exhibiting a strong spin-orbit coupling should be avoided.

The photobleaching quantum yield should be extremely small for long signal

integration. Working at Ioay temperature is very favorable in this respect.

2.3.3 Signal-to-noise considerations

The presence of an intense ZPL and a significant, emission rate are prerequisites for

SMS. However, successful detection of single molecules also requires low background

signals. In the following, the sources of background and the methods to suppress it,

are discussed.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SXIF). defined as the ratio of the emission signal of a

single molecule and the root, mean square value of the noise, can be approximated

by the following relation [8]

SNR -
JfFF^FI

, (2.9)
Vn^WT^ + ChPT-\-NATml

y }

where /fact is the overall detection efficiency, P the laser power. Tmi the integration

time, Cb is the background count rate per Avatt laser poAver, and N<\ the sum of the

dark count rate of the detector and the residual background light. The contributions

to the noise listed in the denominator consist of the shot noise of the signal, a

background term linear in the laser poAver. and the intrinsic noise of the detector-

together with the residua] background light.

From Eq. 2.9, some general statements can be directly draAvn. The detection

efficiency of the collection setrrp should be optimized, and the detector should dis¬

play a very low dark noise. The optical path should be isolated from the residual

background light in the laboratory bv using black boxes for instance. The illumi¬

nation area should remain as small as possible to limit the laser poAver needed to
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achieve a given illumination intensity. In this respect, the confocal arrangement is

good (the diameter of the spot, is ca. 1/mi). Only SNOM techniques could achieve

a even smaller illumination area. Finally the SNR can be improved by increas¬

ing the Integration time. The fundamental limitation is the photobleaching of the

chromophore.

There are several reasons for the background produced by the laser. As observed

experimentally, the dependence on the excitation intensity is well approximated

by a lineal behavioi. Theiefoie, the signal-to-background ratio (SBR). defined as

the ratio of the emission signal of a single molecule to the background, remains

constant at, cverv laser intensify until saturation of the chromophore's transition

occurs. At saturation, the SBR rapidly decreases. Therefore, SMS experiments arc

best performed Avell-bclow saturation. In contrast to the SNR, the SBR cannot be

improved by longer integration or application of higher excitation intensities.

The main sources of background originate from the matrix itself. Raman scat¬

tering by host molecules cannot be aA'oidccl, but can be diminished by decreasing

the illuminated volume of the matrix as discussed aboA'c. Other impurities than

the chromophore can emit sptuious luminescence. Therefore, very pure chemicals

should be employed. Finally, other chromophores which exhibit a ZPL shifted to

the red and thus can be excited through their phonon wings can contribute to the

background. Therefore, the concentration of the single molecules should be limited,

and operation in the red Aving of the inhomogeneous band should be prefered.

A further source of background is auto-fluorescence of opticat components like

objectives, lenses, and especially colored cut-oil filters. Therefore, it, is of advantage

to first block the back-reflected excitation light using a notch filter prior to colored

filters. Furthermore, auto-fluorescence increases strongly Avhcn the AvaA'clcngth of

the excitation light is in the blue. In this icspect. experiments arc best performed

using red or near-infrared light, and the chromophores should be chosen accordingly.

In conclusion:

• The setup should be optimized for high collection efficiency, small residual

background and dark noise of the detector, and limited illumination volume.
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• The matrix should be very pure, and the chromophore should only be present,

in a Ioav concentration.

• Chromophores excitable in the reel or near-infrared should be preferred.
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2.4 Basics of frequency-domain experiments

The spectral properties of the ZPL described in the previous sections are modi¬

fied Avhen dynamical interactions bctAvecn the matrix and the chromophore occur.

Broaclenings of the lines and shifts of the spectral position can be observed which

provide information about the properties of the host. In the folloAving, these effects

arc discussed.

2.4.1 Concept of a two-level system

Modifications of the line width and line shape of singte impurity molecules in solid

matrices at 1.8K are mostly induced bv so-called two-level systems (TLS). Because

this concept is important in the explanation of the experiments of section 4.3, a brief

introduction into this subject is presented in the following.

The existence of two-leA'el systems has been postulated to explain the anoma¬

lous temperature dependence of some pioperties of glasses such as the heat capacity

or the heat conduction at, Ioav temperature [24.2,5]. To account for experimental

observations, some degrees of freedom in the glassy matrix have to be assumed.

During the cooling, the solid remains frozen in a structure which differs from the

equilibrium configuration corresponding to an ideal crystal. Considering the po¬

tential hypersurface of the matrix, the frozen state corresponds to one of the local

minima. A two-level system designates a paii of two adjacent local minima. The

matrix is described by a homogeneous spatial distribution of these TLSs. This very

simple model simulates a veiv complicated potential hypersurface by a collection of

two-level degrees of freedom [8]. lire true microscopic nature of the TLSs is hoAvever

only known for a verw limited number of systems.

TLS are described by a double-Avell potential Avith parabolic characteristics for

both Avells as depicted in Fig. 2 5 26]. This simple geometry enables the estimation

of the TLS's pioperties only from the hairier height, V, the energy asymmetry A

bctAvecn the two levels, and the distance d between the two avcIIs. A coupling ./Tls

between the tAvo levels of the TLS is introduced as a result of tunneling. Expressed
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in the basis defined by the two localized states of the TLS, the hanriltonian possesses

non-diagonal terms,

II
1

I \
A Jtls

V

(2.10)

J•/its -1

By diagonalizing this hamiltonian, the energy splitting between the two eigenstates

can be derived as £ — x/A2 + JfLS. The eigenstates are delocalized over the two

lcArels of the TLS.
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Figure 2.F Description of a tA\-o-lcA*el system. A

denotes the asymmetry. F the potential barrier,
and d the distance along the generalized coordi¬

nates between the two potentials.

The state of the TLS can jump from one cigenstate to the other as a result of

the coupling to the phonon bath of the matrix. Tire jump late can be estimated

using Fermi's golden rule 126-28]. Assuming that orrlv one phonon is involved in the

process, the flip rate A"[Lc;, defined as the sum of the up and down rates between

the two states, is described by the equation

Tv'tls - C i i ç phJ-TLS^ COTh(«f /FF'bF). (2.1
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Avhere T is the temperature and cTLSph the TLS-phonon coupling constant.

The TLS model describes a large variety of chemically different amorphous

solids despite its simplicity. To perform quantitative calculations, assumptions arc

made on the distribution of the TLS's parameters JTls and A.

SMS has demonstrated that TLSs can also be present in crystals, lire main

difference as compared to glasses is the distribution of the TLS's parameters. Avhich

is very narroAv and often characterized bv precise values in crystals as opposed to

the broad and homogeneous distributions of the glasses. Crystals of //-terphenyl are

an especially Avcll-studied system exhibiting TLS dynamics [21]. Interestingly, the

origins of the TLS could be related to the rotation of the central ring of p-teiphenyl

at boundaries of domains Avith different orientations of the central ring [29] (see

chapter 3.6).

2.4.2 Frequency-modulated spectrum

The shape of the single-molecule lines is influenced by the TLS dynamics. As dis¬

cussed bcloAv, the TLSs can hit ci act Avith the chiomophores. Jumps of the TLSs

induce changes of the resonance frequency of the single molecules. To predict the

effect of such fluctuations on the single-molecule line, the changes of the line shape

induced by a frequency modulation haAT to be taken into account. Such a theory

has been dcAreloped by Kubo [30-32]. Let, us considérer a classical oscillating dipole,

Avhose behavior can be desciibcd by the equation

A -= -M0/<. (2.12)

where li designates the transition dipole moment and to(L) denotes the modulated

resonance angular frequency. ~j(1) - u.'o -t- N(t) is composed of a stationary term

u>o and a time-varying eontiibrrtion ~F(/) caused by the fluctuations of the system.

u'(t) folloAvs a random trajectory stationary in time and eigodic witlr (u/(£)) = 0.
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By formally integrating Eq. 2.12, the dipole moment \i can be expressed as

A/(i)-//0exp(-7-V-/ / co'(l')dt' (2.13)

Bv taking the average of Eq. 2.13 and multiplying by the dipole moment at, time

zero 1/(0)*. Ave obtain the normalized autocorrelation function of the dipole moment

(/'WO)*}
~e~-Fexp

|//(0)|2
[ P co'(l')dt' (2.14)

The last, term in Eq. 2.14 is called the relaxation function •F(t) and corresponds

to the part of the autocorrelation function of the dipole moment, induced by the

frequency modulation,

4>(f) - (exp -/ / u'(t')dt'
Jo

(2.15)

Eq. 2.14 is valid for the case Avhere there is no emission and no dephasing. For a

real single molecule, a further term exp(^7rFh0,n/) must be added to the right side

of Eq. 2. J 4. The spectrum can now be obtained by applying the Wicner-Khintchine

theorem [28]

F (to - luq) -- Re
1

c'^—oVq- ("r^^<è(t)dt) .

/o

(2.16)

Thus, the recorded single-molecule spectrum contains information about the dy¬

namics of the matrix fluctuations.

2.4.3 Stochastic processes

An estimation of the relaxation function <h(f) is a difficult mathematical task, and a

complete derivation Avould be beyond the scope of this intioduction. In the following,

the assumptions and the results employed in the next chapters will be discussed.

TLSs are assumed to interact Avith the chromophores as a result of two main

mechanisms: elect lie dipolar inteiaction or strain fields. In both cases, the coupling

depends inversely on the cube of the distance betAA'cen the TLS and the chromophore.
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The resonance frequency of the single molecule depends on the state of the TLS. The

TLSs arc assumed to undergo discrete stochastic jumps inducing an instantaneous

response in the single molecule (so-called sudden pimp model), so that the angular

resonance frequency oj(t) of the chromophore fluctuates between discrete A'alues [28.

33]

u;(0 -=u>0 t-^CiWwj, (2'i7^
j

whete u) is the angular frequencA jump induced by the flipping of the jth TLS and

C,(£) is a stochastic variable Avluch can take the A'alues -1/2 and +1/2.

In order to calculate <$>(t). the stoehastrc TLS dynamics are assumed to be sta¬

tionary and crgodic Markovran processes In such cases, the Chapman-Kolmogoiov

equation holds [31]

'WO-Xl7^- r)pmk(r), (2.18)
m

Avhere P,k(0 designates the piobabihty that the system is in state Fk at time t when

it was in state F, at time 0 It expresses that the sj^sterrr "'forgets" its previous

history after every jump

If the different TLSs are assumed to be independent of each other, the overall

relaxation function <!>(/) can be expressed as the multiplication of the corrtribution

$,(/) for each TLS j

$(/)-n*'W (2-19)
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It can be demonstrated that, given the previously mentioned assumptions, the <!>,(/)

functions arc described bv the folloAving relation [28,30,31,33]

*i(0

Avhere fi,

and Ftls,,

cxp A TLS d cosh(ÎV)4-%--sinh(fi,0
K\LF f

— ? F Wj^TLS )

KTT S i

0
-I [P i\.

(2.20)

(2.21)

O. 22)

p] is the occupation probability of the TLS's upper state, p} — L/[l +exp(£]/kliT)}.

The line profile is obtained bv a complex Laplace transformation after insertion

of Eq. 2.20 into Eq. 2.20. The icsulfing line shape depends strongly on the flip rate

Ktls- Tavo extreme cases can be distinguished:

The sIoav modulation limit. Avhere v K'f^ y>> L.

The fast, modulation limit. avIicic v A"TLls <F 1

Fig. 2.6 illustrates Iioav the chromophore's line shape is modified depending on the

limit, for a single TLS. In the sIoav modulation limit, the band splits into Iavo lines

corresponding to the two eigenstates of the TLS, Avhereas in the fast, modulation

limit, the lines merge into one unique band Avhieh is much broader than the lifetime-

limited lincwidth.

The existence of TLSs has a large effect on SMS. The shape of the single-

molecule line is influenced by the TLS dynamics: fast TLSs induce a broadening of

the bands, while slow TLSs cause jumps of the frequency position. Thus. SMS is

impeded or even inhibited in systems Avith strong TLS dynamics. For that reason,

SMS has not, yet, been aehiCA-ed in glassy matrices or for molecules adsorbed on

surfaces and has been limited to crystals or polvmers.
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Figure 2.6: Line profile of the ZPL as a function of the parameters

of a unique TLS. Solid line: sIoav modulation limit with 27rFhom = f,

A'tls — 0.02. v = 20. and p -= 0.5. Dashed line: fast modulation limit

with 27iThom= l. Atls-2000. u = 20, and p = 0.5.
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2.5 Basics of time-domain experiments

Experiments in the time domain are complementary to spectroscopic measurements.

Extensive information about the photophysical parameters of the chromophore can

be obtained by measuring the second-order correlation function g^(r) of the fluo¬

rescence.

In chapter 6, it, will be demonstrated that q^(r) is directly related to the

evolution of the excited state population p22{j) alter emission of a photon bv the

molecule at, time difference t — 0. Thus, the autocorrelation pioperties of the

emission light, are determined bv the photoplrvsics of the chromophore. In this

section the equations relating the evolution of P22(<~) to the photophysical parameters

Avili be discussed.

2.5.1 Time evolution of the excited-state population of a

single molecule

To interpret the results of autocorrelation measurements, it, is necessary to under¬

stand the evolution of the excited-state population /^(r) after emission of a photon

by the chromophore at zero time difference. This evolution can be analyzed using

the three-level scheme of the Jablonski diagram of Fig. 2.3. As only the incoherent

case, characteristic for room-temperature single-molecule measurements, will be rel¬

evant for the experiments dcseiibed in the chaptei 6, the discussion will be restricted

to this case. HoAveA-er, the remaiks concerning the photon statistics are also valid

at 1.8 K.

Under incoherent excitation, the time evolution of the population can be de¬

scribed by a system of coupled master equations [17]

Fi -

- (F? - FiFii F (Fi - Fj)p,>2 F kv (2.23)

P22 - -(Fn - hAp22-^ knpn (2.24)

Fi 4-P22 4 Fr - I. (2.25)
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Avhere k]2 = croIiJihvP) is the excitation rate Avith z/L as the laser frequency and p„

is the population of state i Avith i = F 2 or 3.

In the case of coherent excitation, further terms should be added accounting for

the induced emission and the coherences between states. Using standard techniques

like Laplace transformation, the system of equations can be solved, resulting in the

expression for the excited state population

P22(r) - ~[ - (i F Cm)e— -u Cme-'3r + 1], (2.26)

where a, ß, and Cm are complex functions of the photophysical parameters. Cm is

called molecular contrast. In most experiments, approximate expressions for a,ß,

and Cm can be used, Avhich are derived by applying the hierarchy

hi > k]2 > F-i > Fl, (2.27)

for which the folloAving relations hold

n ~ k[2 + k2i (2.28)

3 •. *n + T^l'f- (2-29)
A i2 e A2i

ri ~

b lb 4-/- F ^ '

The CAfolution of p22(^) is characterized by two exponentials: one corresponds to a

rapid increase at short time differences, which is related to the lifetime of the excited

state, Avhile the other describes a decay in the ms time-difference region, which is

attributed to the influence of the triplet, state.

The variables o, J. and Cm are related to the photophysical parameters of the

molecule, so that by measuring the autocorrelation function for various excitation

intensities, the whole photophysies of the chromophore can be acquired. From a,

information about the fluorescence lifetime and the absorption cross-section can be

determined. Avhile from ß and C'm. the Avhole set of parameters of the triplet, state

can be obtained. Typical autocorrelation measurements arc presented in chapter 6

for molecules of terrylcne in a j>teiphenvl matrix at room temperature.
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At super fluid helium temperature, further effects can be observed in the auto¬

correlation function of a single molecule. First, the decay caused by the triplet is

no longer a single exponential, but becomes multi-exponential corresponding to the

degeneracy of the triplet. At room temperature, the population distribution in the

three IcatIs is thermalized and the decay paiameter 3 is an average value. At Ioav

temperature, this situation is no longer valid. A second observation is that, at short

time differences, an oscillatory behavior caused bv induced emission is superimposed

on the first exponential. This feature is called Rabi oscillations.

2.5.2 Single-molecule photon statistics

Fig. 2.7 describes a typical pattern representing the time sequence of the emission

of photons by a single molecule [8]. The emission is not continuous, but occurs

in bunches, and one speaks, accordingly, of a bunching behavior. This alternation

of dark and bright pciiods is caused by the transitions to the triplet state. The

molecule emits photons until inteisA-stem crossing occurs. Then, the chromophore

becomes trapped for a triplet lifetime "without emitting light.

Antibunching Bunching

Time

Figure 2.7: Photon statistics of a single molecule: plot of the sequence of

photons against the time. The effects of bunching and antibunching are

indicated bv arroAvs.

A different behavioi can be observed in the light emission during a bright, period.

The emission of two photons Avith a very small time difference is very rare, as if

photons repel each other. This effect is called antibunching. This behavior is due to

the fact, that a single molecule cannot emit tAvo photons at the same time, because

it, first, must be excited again befoie it can emit a second photon.
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2.6 Basics of perturbation experiments

Observed shifts or broaclenings of the ZPL of a single molecule can hardly be assigned

to microscopic mechanisms occuring in the matrix. Theories based on TLSs can

account, for the macroscopic properties of solids at, Ioav tempcratme, but do not

give insights into the microscopic origins. To shed light, onto this problem, several

experiments have been performed Avhere the effect of global external perturbations

is investigated.

The first, perturbation experiment used an external static electric field to induce

a Stark shift on the ZPL of single molecules [34]. Effects resulting from the exertion

of pressure Averc also investigated [35]. More detailed insight is provided by utilizing

well-defined local pcrttirbers acting on the single-molecule spectral properties. As

an (example, this concept is avcII illustrated in Ref. [36] AAdiere optically triggered

matrix excitons are used.

In the following, the theory of the Stark effect, and results of single-molecule

experiments are presented as a preparation for the discussions in section 4.3.

2.6.1 Stark effect

The Stark effect, describes the shift of a spectroscopic line under the application

of an external static electric field Ecxt. This Avas the first perturbation experiment

performed on single molecules. It is caused by differences in the electrical properties

of a chromophore betAveen its ground and excited states.

fn the gas phase, the frequency shift S\u of a single-molecule line can be related

to Fcvi using a Taylor expansion [37]

hÄP - -A/Ï • Fex1 - -^-ext ' Ad- • Fevt +
.... (2.31)

where A/7 denotes the difference of permanent dipole moments betAveen the ground

and the excited state and An the tensor of the polarizabihtv change. Higher order

terms can also be piesent. but are usually negligible. However, recent experiments
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have revealed the presence of a cubic contribution for single molecules of ctiben-

zanfhanthrene in a n-hexadeeane matrix [38]. The quantities invohed are vectorial

and tensorial, respectFelv. Consequents the observatrons depend stronglv on the

special geomctiy of the experrments

Stark effect experiments on single chromophotes provide information about the

molecular parameters. Pentacene embedded m the matrix p-tciphenvl is a cen-

trosymmetric molecule (sec 3 6). The piesence of a center of inversion is incompat¬

ible with a permanent dipole moment m both the ground and the excited state. In

this case, the lineal conti ibution to the Stark effect Amnisties, and the behavior is

mainly dominated by the quadiatic term caused bv the polarizability difference Aä.

Table 2.1 summarizes the experimental data on the properties of pentacene in the

gas and in the solid phase.

Sample

Ensemble/(G) [39]

Ensemble/(S) [40]

SM/(S) [34]

Atu AtpA Aa7 Aa E,
TOt

i0r39Fm2 10-J0Fm2 1() wFm2 io-^ Fm2 kV/cm

-2.1

-3 6

70

8 5

9 7

116

4.9

6.5

1.1-2 5 -16)-8

Table 2.1: Polarizability differences between the ground and the excited state of

pentacene in the gas phase (Cr) and m a crystal of p-terphenyl (S) for ensemble

and smgle-molecule (SM) measurements Also, internal fields are indicated for the

single-molecule measurement s.

Pig. 2 8 depicts the results of a Stark effect experiment on single pentacene

molecules in a p-terphcnvl cnstal [34] The quadratic behavior rs evident from

which the polar isabilitv diffeience can be exti acted (Table 2.1). HoAvevei. analysis

of the data shows that a linear contribution is also present as Avell as a shift of the

maximum of the paiabola. These tvo effects are caused by the matrix. In a solid,

Eq. 2.31 is modified to [37]

hAv = - A/7 /t,(£L F Êm) - -h (£Ft F Êint) Aö • /L(Fcxl f- Flllt) + •••,

(2.32)

Avhere Emi designates the internal field and F the Loientz factor.
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Figure 2.8: Stark effect on a single molecule of

pentacene in p-terphenvl from [34].

The internal field is due to anisotropics in the matrix caused by imperfections

of the crystal structure. Emt varies extremely depending on the solid. In molecular

crystals, like p-lerphcnyl, typical A'alues of Emt range from O.ikV/cm to 10kV/cm

[34], whereas in Shpol'skii matrices, much more disordered systems, Fint can amount

to 10MV/cm [41]. The presence of a shift of the parabola and of a linear term in

Fig. 2.8 can be accounted for by the presence of residual internal fields in the p-

tcrphcnyl crystal.

The Lorcntz factor is a correction to the electric field. Avhich accounts for the

fact that the matrix has a different dielectric constant t than the vacuum. The

polarizabihtv of the matrix modifies the effectFe electric field interacting with the

dipole. For an isotropic dielectric, the Lorentz factor can be estimated using the

relation [42]

Fl- (2.33)
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In the case of p-terphenyl, e is an anisotropic tensor, and ,/t Avili vary depending on

the direction of the external field. HoAveA'er. for practical purposes, the mean A'alue

/l = 1.254 [40] can be used.
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An introduction to scanning confocal microscopy is presented. The design

and the implementation of a SCOM operating at, 1.8 K is discussed in detail.

In particular, the experimental teehniciues emploA-cd to perform fine and

coarse positioning are described. The properties and preparations of the

samples are revicnved. Finallv. experiments are presented in which combined

information about spatial positions and spectral properties is measured.
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3.1 Introduction

In the first single-molecule experiments [7]. only spectral separation could be used

to isolate single molecules. Therefore, all information about spatial positions was

lost. To address this problem, Avide-field optical microscopy techniques [43-45] have

been introduced, Avhich are capable of imaging the spatial positions of a high number

of single molecules distributed oati large sample areas. Such experiments offer the

great advantage of studying the properties of many molecules in parallel. Unlike

SCOFI IroAvevcr. they do not enable images of single molecules to be recorded and

then the fluorescence emerging exclusiA-elv from a A*ery limited volume in the sample

to be investigated.

In the folloAving. the design and the implementation of a SCOM working at,

f .8 K Avith a sample scan range of 23 7m is piesentecl [46]. Such a large scan range is

a necessary condition for successful opeiation of the microscope because the field of

view has to be reasonably large in relation to the optical resolution "which is «800 nm

in the set-up. The sample scanning design has been chosen, as opposed to a beam

scanning configuration [17]. in order to be able to extend the SCOFI by a scanning

probe microscope (sec chapter 1). Unlike STM, AFM or SNOM [48-50], Avhere low-

temperature designs have previously been published, no sample scanning SCOM

having a scan range of more than a few //m can be found in the literature [51.52].

The main reason for that is the difficulty in designing a scanner based on piezoelectric

materials which has the desired properties.

3.2 Basics of confocal microscopy

In the following, the principles of confocal microscopy arc explained in brief. The aim

is to describe the concepts undeihing the technique and to discuss the advantages

Avlrcn applied to single-molecule niicioscopy. For more complete rcvicAvs see Ref. [53]

and [54].

Fig. 3.1(a) sketches the detection path of a confocal microscope Avith a sample

containing three point sources A. B. and C. The various point sources are imaged
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by the microscope objective at different positions on the image ptane depending on

their location in the sample as illustrated for three different emitters in Fig. 3.1(a).

In confocal niicioscopy, a pinhole is used to discriminate betAveen these different

sources. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1(a) aaFIi the pinhole located at the position of

the image of source A. The light emitted bv source A will consequently be efficiently

detected by the detector behind the pinhole. On the othci hand, the emission of

source B. which is located at an other position along the optical axis than source A,

Avill be defocussed Avhcn reaching the pinhole plane. Thus, much less light will pass

thiough the pinhole. In this manner, sources A and B may be discriminated. In the

case of source C, the situation Is even clearer, because the light, docs not reach the

aperture in the pinhole plane and is conscciuentlv effectively blocked. To record an

image, the sample is thrce-dimensionally scanned.

(a) A C (b)
<—

DM

«W*Mlifc

Figure 3. f : Principle of SCOM: description of the pinhole action (a)
and typical arrangement for SCOM (b). (A) sorucc located in the

focal volume, (B) source located in the focal plane, but misaligned
with respect, to the optical axis. (C) source not located m the focal

plane, (D) detector. (MO) microscope objective, (P) pinhole, and

(DM) dichroic mirror.
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Apparently from Fig. 3.1(a), the resolution of the microscope could be contin¬

uously improved by using ewer smaller pinholes. However, a limit is introduced as a

result of diffraction. The lenses of the microscope objective possess a finite size, and

consequently diffraction occurs at the rims. From diffraction theory, it, is knoAvn that

a point source prochrces a characteristic pattern called an Airy pattern in the image

plane. This pattern is also knoAvn as the point-spread function of the microscope

objective. The size of the Airv pattern depends on the respective magnification of

the objective. Using the Rayleigh equation, the maximal resolution rresei can be

estimated

riosoi-0 61
^4. (3.1)

where A denotes the Avavelcrrgth of the light and NA the numerical aperture of the

objective, hi the present setup, the theoretical resolution with the detection pinhole

only carr accordingly be estimated from A = 600 nm and NA = 0.85,

ricscl~ 130 nm. (3.2)

rlcso] is called a icsel. For optimal resolution, the geometrical image of the pinhole

in the sample plane should be exactly one icsel. Smaller pinholes only lose light

intensity AAÜfhotit improving the resolution.

The pinhole in the detection path of Fig. 3.1(a) defines a focal volume in the

sample from Avhich the light is efficiently detected. The con-focal volume is created

Avherr a second pinhole is added m the excitation path as depicted in Fig. 3.1(b).

The second pinhole restrains the illumination of the sample to a small volume, Avhich

is matched to the detection A'olume. It is the combined use of these Fro pinholes

from Avhich the properties of confocal microscopy originate.

Hie resolution achicwable using a confocal ai rangement is slightly better than

in the one-pinhole case. If both pinholes aie one reset in cliam., it can be shewn

that the maximal resolution Is impicvcd by a factor of 1 3. HoAvcA-er, this optimal

resolution implies a substantial loss of emitted light, Avhich is not acceptable in sen¬

sitive measurements like smgle-moleeulc detection. To obtain an optimum between

detection efficiency and resolution, a si/e broader than one reset is chosen for the
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pinhole in the detection path. In practice, a tlnee-rescl pinhole is often used, but

the actual choice depends strongly on the respective application.

The greatest ach-antage of confocal microscopy for single-molecule detection is

not the small increase in resolution, but rather the strong background rejection.

This is especially important for samples in Avhich stiong differences in brightness

occur. Fig. 3.2 illustrates a typical situation for a sample Avhere ''dim'' and "bright'

features are present, fn Avide-fielcl microscopy, the "'dim" feature would be masked

by the diffraction lobes of the "bright" featrue. In confocal microscopy howc\-er, the

problem does not occur, because the
"

bright" feature is no more illuminated and thus

cannot radiate. In general, the confocal arrangement reduces the background verv

effectively. This reduction is extremely advantageous for single-molecule detection.

(b)

/\P

Figure 3.2: Point-spread functions: diffeience in back¬

ground rejection betAveen focal (a) and confocal (b) de¬

tection. (B) bright emitter and (D) dim emitter.
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3.3 Low-temperature SCOM

3.3.1 Optical setup

The optical setup used for SCOM at 1.8K is sketched in Fig. 3.3. The excitation

light is provided by a dye laser, An interference filter removes the remaining stray

fluorescence. After poAver stabilization (CRI. LS-100), the laser light is coupled into

a short piece of a, single mode fiber (40-692.11 from Cabloptic, core diam. 3 pm)

for spatial filtering and is then collimatecl to a LOnrm diam. beam using a 50.2 mm

lens. This beam diameter is large enough to completely fill the microscope objective

entrance aperture (5mm diam.). A slightly tilted (< 10°) holographic notch filter

(Kaiser) is used as a dichroic beamsplitter with extremely sharp frequency band¬

width. It attenuates the excitation light with an O.D. >5 and transmits ~ 80% of the

~10nm red-shifted fluorescence emission. Then, the beam enters the cryostat via

bottom windows. The excitation light is focussed to a diffraction-limited spot on the

sample using a microscope objective (XeAvport. 0.85 NA, 60x, focal length = 2.9mm).

The microscope objective is located inside the cryostat so that it is very close to

the sample. In this way, a high numerical aperture is achieved. The conjugated

plane is at, infinity in order to simplify the detection optics. This configuration.

hoAvevcr, does not significantly dimmish the optical performance. Thermal defor¬

mations during the cooling and especially the1 difference in refractive index between

air (nl — 1) and super fluid helium (nr = 1.028), Avhich fills the space between

the lenses of the objective, haAT a much larger effect on the final optical resolution

(800 nm EWHM). The same objective collects the fluorescence and the remaining

Raylcigh-scattered excitation light. Avhich is filtered out by the holographic beam

splitter and a subsequent cut-off filter. Another holographic notch filter centered at,

830 nm remoA'es stray light introduced by the optical detection system of the scanner

motion (see section 3.4.3). A flippable mirror provides the possibility to either direct

the collimatecl fluorescence light to an ocular (Leica) for direct visual observation or

focus the beam onto a single-photon counting aA'alanche photodiode (SPAD) (RCA,

SPCM-100, 200pm diam. active aiea. ôOcps dark counts). An additional lens can

be flipped in the excitation path to establish wide field illumination conditions nee-
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cssary for visual investigation of larger sample areas through the ocular. The SPAD

is connected to a counter, Avhich is read out by a computer.

Figure 3.3: Scheme of the optical path and elements involved in the SCOM: (L)
laser system. (VV) wavemcter and spectral analyzer, (I) interference filter. (P) power

stabilizer. (SP) spatial filter, (FL) flippable lens. (H) holographic notch filter, (C)
cryostat, (MO) microscope objective, (S) sample. (F) cut-off filter and notch filter for

830 nm, (FM) flippable mirror, (0) ocular. (SPAD) single-photon counting avalanche

photo diode.

The mode field diameter at the fiber exit, (ca. the core chain., 3 mn) defines

the size of the pinhole in the excitation path. Its geometrical image in the sample

plane (170 nm diam.) is much smaller than the radius of the diffraction-limited spot

(430nm), ensuring optimal resolution. On the other hand, the detection pinhole

has to be primarily designed for maximal collection efficiency cF the single-molecule

signal. The small active area of the SPAD (200 711 diam.) acts as the detection

pinhole. The focussing lens (300 mm focal length) produces a 90 Lim spot, (min. to

min. diameter) in case of a point source. This arrangement, corresponds to a pinhole

size of four rescl. slightly more than the "optimal" three rescls (see section 3.2), in

order to favor signal. The final resolution is primarily defined by the excitation spot,

while the detection pinhole enables the high background rejection.
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3.3.2 Light source

Very fcnv light sources are suitable for loAv-temperature SMS because the optical

banchvidth of the source must be narroAver than the lincAvidth of the chromophore's

ZPL (a fcAV tens of MHz). A single-mode tunable CW ring dye laser (Coherent,

699) pumped by a CW Ar+-Ion laser (Spectra Physics, Model 2045) is employed.

The laser frequency can be scanned over some GHz with an optical banchvidth of

1-2 MHz. The use of RI16G as a dye enables tuning of the wavelength from ~ 565

to ~ 605 nm.

The laser output poAver is typically 200 mW, Avhich is beyond the requirements

for confocal microscopy. The excess in intensity guarantees the stability of the

system.

Knowledge of the laser characteristics is necessary for correct, interpretation of

data. Single-mode operation is obtained using the combination of a biréfringent

filter for broad-band selection and an intra-cavity assembly consisting of a thin and

a thick étalon for fine tuning. The laser frequency is actively stabilized by fringe

locking to an external temperature-stabilized low-finesse invar cavity.

The optical bandwidth of the laser is mainly limited by the jitter of the regu¬

lation loop of the active stabilization. Critical for SMS are the long term drifts of

the laser frequency. An extensive knoAvlcclge of these drifts is important in order to

correctly interpret observed shifts or jumps of the single-molecule's ZPL. The drifts

are mainly caused by long-term A-ariations of the temperature of the external cavity.

According to the specifications, laser drifts may be as much as f 00 MHz/hour.

To study the stability of the laser, the frequency position of the ZPL of a single

molecule has been monitored for more than one hour. The result is depicted in

Fig. 3.4. In this image, every line corresponds to a frequency scan over the ZPL.

The frequency scans are recorded successively from bottom to top. The drifts arc

smooth and linear. From the slope, the typical drifts for the laser system can be

estimated to be ~30MIh/lrour.
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Figure 3.4: Laser drifts: drifts of the spectral position of the ZPL of a

single molecule in the course of time. Tenvlene in p-terphcnyl at 1.8 K.

Ph — 17286.02 cm""1, A, = F5 kW/em2. integration time/pixel- 7 ms

3.3.3 Detection efficiency

From the elements of the optical path, the detection efficiency of the setup can be

estimated. Assuming isotropic emission, the microscope objective with NA = 0.85

can collect, 24% of the emitted light. The overall losses of the three avuicIoavs of the

cryostat,, of the lenses and filters add up to 75%. Finally the SPAD has an quantum

efficiency of ^60% at 600nm. All together, the total detection efficiency 77,1 can

be estimated to be 3.5%. Avhich is large compared to other low-temperature single-

molecule detection set-ups described previously [20]. This enhancement is mainly

due to the higher quantum efficiency of a SPAD as compared to a photomulfipliei.

HoAvevcr. the actual collection efficiency of the objective will depend on the

orientation of the single molecule Avith respect to the optical axis. The chromophores

radiate anisotropically in a dipole emission pattern [55,56]. An estimation for the
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collection efficiency ?7coi can be obtained from

Foi -
g
{4 - 3cos0col - (cos tftol)3 -t 3 [(cos 6c(Ay - cos9co]] (costFioi)2} • (3.3)

Avhere 6C0\ = arcsin(A\4/n,) is the half-angle of collection and (9mot is the angle

between the dipole moment of the molecule and the optical axis. For a p-torphenyl

crystal, the angle of collection is stronglv reduced OAving to the high refractive index

of p-teiphenyl (?It c^ 1.64 [57]). Using Eq. 3.3. the collection efficiency of the set-up

for the samples (see section 3.6) of terrylene inp-tcrphenyl (t9mol ~ 0°) and pentacene

in p-tcrphenyl (#mol ~ 90°) can be estimated as

pentacene : ??col
~ 10.1%, => ndct

~ 1.5% (3.4)

terrylene : pcol
~ 1.5% =* r/del

~ 0.2%. (3.5)

The recorded photocount late R(\0J is related to the emission rate R by Rdct — //detF.

Consequently, the maximal emission rate for pentacene of FF, =" 3.0 f 06 photons/s

(see chapter 2.3.2) corresponds to an effectively recorded maximal photocount rate

of ßdet.oo — 4.5 • fO^cotmts/s.

Finally, the influence of optical aberrations on the detection efficiency is a factor

Avhich is difficult, to estimate precisely. HoAvevcr, possible effects arc greatly reduced

using broad detection pinholes. Indeed, if the spot, size on the SPAD is enlarged by

image distortions, the detection efficiency will still remain unaffected.

3.3.4 Cryostat

The cryostat, needs to be designed to have sufficient space for the bulky sample

scanner and to allow fuithei extensions. The most convenient solution consists in

locating the Avindows at the bottom of the cryostat Avith the optical axis oriented

vertically (see Fig. 3.3). In this way. the different elements of the SCOM can be

assembled in a stack-like fashion (see Fig. 3.5).

Spectra of single molecules are strongly influenced by the temperature. There¬

fore, a bath crvostat Avas developed as it has the advantage of a homogeneous and
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well-defined sample temperature as compared to a gas cryostat. This is especially

important, for organic crystals as their heat conduction is low.

The inner part of the ervostat has a diameter of at least 100 mm. This diameter

is necessaiT to host, the experimentation stage. AAdiich is introduced from the top of

the cryostat. The entrance orifice is closed by a cover, which holds all the plugs.

The inner pari Is connected to the helium iecoAvery system. Thermal isolation is

provided by a doublc-hwer vacuum jacket pumped by a turbomolccular pump to a

pressure of ~ 10" ' torr. Between the Iavo Aiicutim lavers, a chamber, which can be

filled Avith liquid nitrogen, enables piecooling of the inner part, anct further thermal

isolation.

After having filled the inner part with liquid helium, the pressure in the inner

chamber is slowly reduced to ca. I4mbar, Avhich decreases the temperature from

4.2 K to 1.8 K. Thereby, liquid helium is transformed into its supcrlluid state. Ow¬

ing to the infinite thermal conductivity of superfluid helium, bubbles, which are

constantly built in the liquid, disappear. This property is essential for optical ex¬

periments.

The high voltages necessary for the piezo actuators in combination with the

reduced helium pressure can cause electrical discharges belAA'cerr the pins of the

plugs. This effect, can be avoided by filling the inter-pin free spaces Avith epoxv glue

(ted Araldite, Ciba-Geigy).

To avoid unnecessary consumption of liquid helium, the number and the diam¬

eter of the wires has been reduced as much as possible. No influence of heat losses

could be observed on the civostat properties. The leads Avere insulated by a teflon

coating, which is knoAvn to Avithstancl vacuum and cryogenic conditions.

3.3.5 Low-temperature mechanical design

The mechanical parts resting in the civostat form the experimentation stage, which

is composed of the object bvc assembly and the scanner unit as depicted in Fig. 3.5.
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The latter will be described in detail in the next section. The scanner unit is

employed to finely and coarsely position the sample in three dimensions.

Figure 3.5: Experimentation stage: (KM) kinematic mount, (M)
stepper motor. (G) gear box. (MO) microscope objective, (BS) x-y

bimoiph scanner (for clarity the bimoiph piezos arc not shown).

(ZS) z scanner, (SH) sample bolder, (F) optical fiber of the mo¬

tion defector, (PD) Fsegment photodiode, (CS) shear piczo coarse

positioning scanner, (W) avuicIoavs of the cryostat, and (C) cryostat.

The objecth'e assembly is used to move the rather heavy microscope objective

vertically over long distances in order to adjust the focus on the sample. Such a

motion is difficult, to produce using plezo actuators. A stepper motor (Princeton Re¬

search Instruments, size A) designed for high-vacuum applications and prepared for

cryogenic operation is utilized. To minimize the mechanical noise introduced by the

motor movement, the cunent generated by the power supply (Princeton Research

Instruments. SK-f) is attenuated usmg icsistors to guarantee stable operation. Nev¬

ertheless, operation of the motor still produces notable vibrations which can cause

problems in some applications.

The motor axle rotates one full turn every 21 steps. An assembly of four inter¬

connected toothed Avhcels gears down the motor movement so that the microscope

objcctiA'e needs 1000 steps to accomplish a complete rotation. A fine thread (0.5mm
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pitch) guides the vertical movement of the objective. Thus, every motor step corre¬

sponds to a SOOnm-long displacement. The fine thread is lubricated with dry M0S2

(Molykotc, Dow Corning). The movement of the objective suffers from significant

hysteresis. This effect, together Avith the important mechanical noise, restricts the

use of the objective assembly to coarse focusing. Fine focusing is provided by a

piczo actuator, AAdiich is part of the scanner unit and will be presented in the next

section.

To compensate for thermal dilatation, the experimentation stage rests on a

kinematic mount, on the bottom of the cryostat centered above the Avindows. The

principle of function consists in connecting the three legs to the cryostat, base plate

in the folloAving Avay: the first, leg rests in a small hole, the second is confined in a

groove so that, Avhile fixing the experimentation stage, gliding is still possible during

cooling, the third remains free.

3.3.6 Electronics

Commercial electronics are used for the control of the scan and the data acquisi¬

tion (ECS SPM Control System). With this system two scanners can be controlled

simultaneously, enabling an extension Avith a scanning probe microscope (see chap¬

ter 4). The electronic components directly communicate with a computer and are

operated by a commercial sofrivare (ECS, DSP 6.0).

The signal of the SPAD is detected simultaneously by Iavo separate counters.

The first, one, the counter of the data-acquisition electronics, acquires the actual

image. The second one (Ortec 149-2) provides an analog and an auditory output

useful for alignment puiposos. IF avoid distortions of the SPAD signal caused by

the utilization of Iavo counters, the detector events are used to trigger a prrlse gen¬

erator (Stanford Research Systems. DG 535). whose output channels are connected

separately to both counters.
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3.4 Low-temperature fine positioning

Fine positioning of a load ewer a significant scan range is technically difficult to

implement at 1.8 K. This section presents the design and the techniques utilized in

the low-temperature SCOM.

3.4.1 Piezoelectric materials

Piezoelectric actuators [58] arc extremely useful for fine-positioning tasks in the

nanometer range. Because they are essential parts in the design of the scanners

presented here, their properties are first rcvicAA'cd.

The piezoelectric effect is the change of the length of a material under the ap¬

plication of an electric field. Piezoelectric actuators arc very often made of PZT

(PbTF)48Zro5'.>03). This ceramic consists of several randomly-oriented domains ex¬

hibiting an electric dipole moment. Under application of high temperatures and

strong electric fields, these domains can be oriented in a particular direction induc¬

ing the macroscopic polarization necessary for the piezoelectric effect. In order to

be able to apply electric fields, the piezo material is covered with metallic electrodes

made of nickel or gold. Changes of length occur simultaneously in the directions

parallel and perpendicular to the electrodes. Depending on the application, both

directions can be used.

Piezoelectric actuators are available in a large variety of forms (see Fig. 3.6).

The bimorph piezos [see Fig. 3.6(a) and (e)] are composed of two layers of piezoelec¬

tric material separated by a thin metal sheet. The principle of function is similar to

the bimetal effect. If a AiFtage is applied across one of the piezo layers, the length

will change accordingly. On the other hand, the metal sheet Avill not be modified

by that, process. The resulting effect, is a strong bending of the bimorph. This way,

the displacements are amplified as compared to the change of length of the piezo

material. The disk bimorph piezo (see Fig. 3.6(b)] functions the same way, but Avith

a different geometry. It is circular with a hole in the middle. The bending happens

concentrically. Trrbe piezos [see Fig. 3.6(c)] are cylinders of piezoelectric material.
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The electrode in the inner part of the cylinder is used to change the length of the

tube, producing a vertical motion. The outer electrode is segmented in four parts.

When opposite voltages are applied on two facing quarters, the length of the tube

Increases on one side and decreases on the other side. This effect induces a bendiug

of the cylinder and enables lateral scanning [sec Fig. 3.6(f)]. Finally shear piezos [see

Fig. 3.6(d)] are small pieces of piezoelectric material. AAdiich are machined in such a

Avay that a voltage induces a shear motion (sec Fig. 3.13). Because their resonance

frequency is often very high, they arc used in coarse positioning applications (see

chapter' 3.5).

The characteristics of all piezo actuators used in the designs presented here are

summarized in Table 3.1.

The piezoelectric effect depends on the temperature in a complex Avay. The

general rule is a dramatic decrease of the piezo coefficients from room to superfluid

helium temperature. In case of the actuator of Table 3.1. a, diminution of the piezo

elongation by a factor of fen is typical at 1.8 K [59.60]. This means that a scanner

designed to feature a scan range of 200 mn at room temperature AA'ould have its

performance reduced to 20 pm at 1.8 K.

HoAvevcr, there are not only disachantages to Avorking at cryogenic tempera¬

tures. Creep and hysteresis, which are Iavo very disturbing effects of piezoelectric

materials under not mal conditions, vanish at 1.8 K [61]. Fig. 3.7 represents the mo¬

rion of a piezo actuator at room temperature. Hysteresis introduces a non-linear

motion of the scanner and thus causes distortions of the image. Piezo creep occurs

as a result, of the fact, that, static and dynamic A'oltage vs. position relations of the

bimorph piezos arc different. At the end of a scan or a motion, the position of the

scanner creeps to a stable point. As a result of this effect, an interesting molecule

found during a scan at a certain location cannot be moved into a static focus.

The final point concerning the use of piezo actuators at, cryogenic temperatures

is the matter of the methods used to mount them and to connect the electrodes. The

high temperature needed to solder Avould depolarize the ceramic. It is therefore nec¬

essary to glue. HoAA-ever, verv few kinds of glue tolerate the repeated cooling cycles

to superfluid helium temperature. The glue EPOTEK 417 (Polyscience AG) is suit-
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Position

Voltage

Figure 3.7: Characteristics of a piezoelectric actua¬

tor: Hysteresis corresponds to the different voltage

vs. position relations depending on the direction of

the scan, while creep describes the different rela¬

tions in the dynamic and in the static mode.

able for cases Avhere conducting contacts are needed. TTie glue BLUE ARALD1TE

(Ciba-Gcigy) exhibits good properties for general non-conducting applications.

3.4.2 Piezoelectric bimorph sample scanner

The central part of the experimentation stage consists of the x-y-z sample scanner,

which is depicted in Fig. 3.5 and 3.8. x-y motion is achieved by means of a piezo

bimorph scanner, Avhich holds a ring supporting the coarse-positioning assembly, the

z scanner, and the sample holder.

The main problem to be OA'ercomc in designing an x-y scanner Avorking at

1.8K arises from the smaller piezo constant, which is reduced by a factor of ten at

superfluid helium temperature as compared to room temperature (see section 3.4.1).

A design used previously [51,64] Avas extended to obtain a satisfactory performance.

Fig. 3.8(b) sketches the principle of the scanner: four bimorph piezos are connected

by flexible metal sheets to form a sciuare. 'Tavo facing piezos are fixed at, their middle

to the body of the experimentation stage, while the other pair holds the supporting

ring. The bimorphs bend under the application of a voltage. The piezos that, arc
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SH MO ZS

Figure 3.8: Scanner: photograph of the SCOM from the top (a) and sketch of the

bimorph scanner principle (b). (BS) x-y bimorph scanner, (ZS) z scanner, (SH)
sample holder, (MO) microscope objectFe. and (D) motion detector.

fixed to the body predominantly move at the ends Avhercas the piezos that support

the ring primarily move in the middle. This way, x-y scanning is achieved. A

possible bending state of the scanner is sketched in Fig. 3.8(b). For a given type

of bimorph, the scan range is limited onlv bv the length of the piezos. By using

long enough piezos (51 mm), movements as large as 23pm at, 1.8 K can be achicA-ed,

Avhich represents a significant improvement compared to previous scanners.

Because of its large physical dimension the scanner has a Ioav resonance fre¬

quency of ca. 55Hz and Is therefore quite sensitive to vibrations. The scanner

freciuency characteristics can be analysed using a Bode diagram (sec Fig. 3.9). In

order to reduce noise, the civostat rests on an vibration-damped optical table and is

addirionaly isolated from the table by rubber mats. In this Avay, the sample position

is stable Avithin ±10nm. Avhich is much more accurate than the optical resolution.

The resonance1 frequency limits the maximal scanning frequency to ca. 1Hz. fn

practice. !ioavcatt, scans aie slow to guarantee enough integration rime.

Fine tuning of the focus is achieved bv means of a z piezo element [see

Fig. 3.8(a)] consisting of a bimorph disk with a concentric circular opening. The bi¬

morph disk is fixed to a disk piezo holder onlv at its outer rim. Tire sample is held by

a tubefike piece of aluminum fixed to the inner inn of the piezo disk [see Fig. 3.8(a)].

By applying a AiFiage to the pie/o electrodes, a fine motion of the sample in the z
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direction is obtained. At superfluid helium temperature the maximal scan range of

6//m corresponds to several motor steps. The z motion capability is not, only useful

to precisely adjust the focus, but also enables scanning and imaging of the sample

in the z direction. In combination with the x-y scanner, thiee-dimensional imaging

is possible.

10 100 300

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.9: Bode diagrams of the sample scanner: On the left-hand

side plot of the amplitude ratio betAveen the input and the output

signal R\ against the freciuency. on the right-hand side phase shift

against, the frequency. The cletectoi is saturated at the maximum

of the amplitude-ratio plot.

The scanning ramps are produced bv the commercial ECS electronics (see 3.3.6).

Tavo HV amplifiers (Ergonomics) generate the scanning Aiiltages ranging from -30V

to 300V.
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3.4.3 Position detection system

A very practical feature of the setup is the ability to monitor directly the actual

position of the scanner, ddiis can be used to linearize the scanner motion bv means

of a position feedback loop as to be explained below. Furthermore, problems Avith

the scanner can be easily recognized. This is important, Avhcn Avorking in a cryostat,

at liquid helium temperature, where direct visual inspection is not possible. The

position detector (see Fig. 3.10 and 8.5) consists of a single mode infrared (IR) fiber

attached to the scanner and a four-segment, photodiode (Hamamafsti) integrated

in the body of the experimentation stage. IR-light at 830nm emitted by a diode

laser (VOMAG, 57PNL008) is coupled into the far end of the fiber. The light

emerging from the fiber end is projected onto the four segments of the photodiode.

The distribution of the resulting spot over the different segments corresponds to the

actual position of the scanner, lire diameter of the spot is chosen to be large enough

to guarantee linearity of the detector. Bv measuring the relatwc IR intensity on the

four segments, it is possible to monitor the scanner motion Avith high accuracy [65].

A resolution of ca. 50 nm is achicA'ed.

X=(2+3)-(1+4)

Y=(1+2)-(3+4)

Figure 3.10: Motion cletectoi: sketch of the x-y position detection

principle. The numbers indicate the four quadrants of the photodi¬
ode. The formulas relate the signals of the quadrants to the actual

x and y positions.
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The final resolution is limited mainly bv intensity fluctuations and mode hops

of the diode laser. In order to minimize these effects, the laser is enclosed in a 5 kg

copper block, whicli acts as a temperature stabilizer.

The currents generated by the four segments of the detector are analysed using

home-built electronics. After conversion to voltages, the signals are amplified and

then added and substracted as shoAvn in Fig. 3.10. to provide the position infor¬

mation. Then, the x and y Anltagos are noimalized by dividing by the sum of all

signals to diminish the influence of small variations of the laser intensity. Finally,

the resulting signals are adjusted to correspond to the voltages of the scan ramp,

which then enables the active stabilization to be performed.

3.4.4 Active stabilization

The position detector confers the possibility to linearize the scanner motion and thus

to correct for Fvo disturbing effects inherent to the bimorph piezos: (i) The piezo

hysteresis and (ii) the piezo creep (see section 3.4.1). Fortunately, as previously

mentioned, these Fvo effects vanish at superfluid helium temperature making the

use of the position feedback loop unnecessary at this temperature. However, the

position feedback is indispensable for experiments at 77K or at room temperature.

Examples of the corrected and non-corrected motious of the scanner are presented

in Fig. 3.11.

An error signal is obtained bv stibstracting the position output provided by the

four-quadrant detector to the scanning voltage ramp. Then from the error signal, a

home-built analog PID regulator pioduces a compensating A'olfage. Avhich is added

to the scan ramp.

The critical factor for active stabilization originates from the Ioav resonance

frequency of the bimorph scanner. Active stabilization near the resonance leads to an

increase, rather than a decrease, of the noise at that frequency [66]. This drastically

limits the time constants of the feedback loop. If the regulation is faster than the

resonance frequency, the scanner will be driven to increasingly higher amplitudes,
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1 2

Time (arb. units)

Figure 3.11: Active stabilization: difference between the

scanner motion when the feedback loop is active (dotted
line) or disabled (solid line).

which, in the worst case, can cause a destruction of the piezos. In practice, the

scanning ficquency Avith actFe stabilization is set in the sub-1 Hz range.

3.4.5 Interferometric calibration of piezoelectric actuators

Before using the piezo actuators or position detectors, their voltage-displacement

characteristics need to be calibrated. For this purpose, a reference detector having

a position resolution in the nanometer range is needed. Interferometric methods

have the necessary capabilities J371. The principle of the technique is depicted in

Fig. 3.12. The IR-light at 830 nm piovided by a diode laser (VOMAG, 57PNL008)

is fed into a 50%/50% fiber beamsplitter (GOULD Fiber Optics). The end of one

of the two fiber outputs of tire beamsplitter is cut perpendicular to its axis and

placed in front of a small gold minoi glued onto the piezo actuator. The light back-

reflected by the minor into the fiber inter 1er s with the 4% of the beam reflected at

the interface at the end of the fiber This rrrterferencc signal containing the position
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information passes through the beamsplitter into the second input and is directed

to a photodiode for detection.

Figure 3.12: Setup used for interferometric defection: (L) diode laser, (D)
detector, (F) fiber. (BM) beamsplitter. (FE) perpendicularly cut fiber end,

(M) mirror, and (S) scanner or piezoelectric actuator.

The position information is provided by the intensity modulation produced by

the alternatively destructive and constructiA'C interference. Maxima of the signal

arise Avhcn both beams are in phase. Because the light reflected by the mirror needs

to traverse the distance betAveen the actuator and the fiber end twice, every period

of the modulation signal corresponds to a displacement of A/2, i.e. 415nm, of the

piezo. The interferometric-detector characteristics are highly non-linear.
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3.5 Low-temperature coarse positioning

Coarse positioning of the sample is an indispensable capability of the microscope in

any real experiment. As a result of thermal drifts, it, is impossible to select a suitable

location in the sample for a given experiment before cooling. It, may happen that

the final sample position is unattractive. Avhich in the Avorst case necessitates a uoav

cooling cycle if no coarse positioning is available. Moreover, coarse positioning can

be very useful by alloAving one to prépaie several samples on a single covcrslip and

to sAvitch between them at Ioav temperature.

3.5.1 Principle of inertia drives

Coarse-positioning assemblies can be realized either by a combination of mechan¬

ical elements (mn-screws, arms) or by using inertia drh-es. The hitters haAT the

achantage of compactness and haAT been preferred for the present design.

The principle of the inertia chivo is sketched in Fig. 3.13 [68,69]. The sam¬

ple rests on three sapphire balls glued on piezoelectric actuators. A sawtooth-like

voltage is applied to the piezos. During the sIoav increase, the load moves together

with the actuators. Then, the voltage is abruptly switched off, and the sample slips

on the sapphire balls. A macroscopic motion is created bv inducing many of these

slip-stick cat les. The choice of the piezo actuator is not restricted. HoAvever, shear

piezos (see section 3.4.1) are especially suitable because of their small size and their

high resonance frequency.

The frequency and the amplitude of the saAvtooth function as avcII as the chem¬

ical nature of the sliding surfaces and the total mass of the actuator-sample system

are the critical parameters for an inertia drive. Basically the acceleration of the

sample should not cweicome the friction foiees during the sticking pari, but should

overcome the friction foiees dunng the slipping part. This gives a set of Fa'O cqua-
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Figure 3.13: Movement sequence of the slip-stick dtwe: (a) the load rests

on the piezoelectric actuatoi, (b) a A-oltage ramp applied on the actuator

induces a continuous displacement of the system load-actuator, (c) the volt¬

age is abruptly sAvitchecl off: the actuatoi moves back to its original place

Avhile the load remains at its position. (SH) denotes the shear piezo, (SB)
the sapphire ball, and (L) the load. The vririte sign on the load serves as a

mark.

fions Avhich have to be fulfilled [68.70]

Sticking : a < [ibL'Q/mh (3 6)

Slipping : a ^ psFn/mh, (3.7)

where a is the acceleration, 7 the static friction coefficient.Fn the normal force, and

mL the mass of the load. Bv using sliding materials with Ioav friction coefficients

and by diminishing the contact surface, the acceleration needed for slipping can be

reduced. Sapphire on sapphire (7 = 0.2 [71]) 01 sapphiie on aluminum [7 — 0.15

(for sapphire on steel) [71]] are suitable combinations. The normal force is often

simply gravity Avith Fn ~

/77p wheio g is the earth acceleration. In this case,

the minimal acceleration needed for sliding is constant. It is, hewvever, frequently

useful to increase the normal force using, for instance, magnetic attraction to gain

mechanical stability.

The acceleration piodrrecd by the actuatoi depends on the total mass m of the

system. The strain AL/L at a given voltage F can be estimated for a shear piezo
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from [58]

AI (L^U
T~" F

(3.8)

Avheie F is the thickness. If the A-oltage is abruptly SAvitchcd off, a stress F/S, Avhere

S = Fv • w is the area on Avhich the force F acts Avith w as the Avidth. is induced

which is giATri by Hooke's laAV

^- ^, (3.9)
L S

' y J

wheie Sn = 47.5 • 10~l2m2N"l [58] is the compliance of the piezoelectric material

used, due acceleration produced by the voltage jump U is consequently

a =

*
=
àÉ2^L (3.10)

m »?suF

The acceleration will be reduced by increasing the total mass. A rough estimation

using the values of Table 3.1 shows that small voltages applied on shear piezos should

be sufficient to displace significant loads.

Another critical factor results from the resonance frequency. The oveiall reso¬

nance frequency ?7« of the loacl-actuator system is dependent on the total mass

/z1PS = i\^a\
—^

• (3.11)
y ?»

Avhere v1Q%o is the resonance frequency of the actuatoi without load and mact the mass

of the actuator. Shear piezos have relatively small masses (0.15 g for the actuator

of Tabic 3.1) and the resonance frequency is diminished by a factor of ten in typical

situations. The resonance frequency determines the maximal step rate of the drive.

Application of the formulas described shows that the performance of the slip-

stick drives of the present design do not match the theoretical limits, ddre main

reason is probablv due to the glue used to hold the sapphire balls on the top of

the shear piezos. The stiffness of the glue is much less than that of the piezos,

decreasing the overall lesonance freciuency. Furthermore, some play can be present

in the glue and at the srriface of contact. Avhich can have a strong influence on
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the small movements in the nm-range induced bv the actuator. Finally, the actual

friction mechanisms involved in these atiw small displacements arc probably much

more complicated than assumed in Eq. 3.7.

A given configuration of the actuator-sample svstem implies a unique minimal

threshold amplitude for the inertia difve to function as seen from Eq. 3.7. As a

result of the mentioned diminution of the piezo coefficients by a factor of ten at,

1.8K (see section 3.1.1), the coarse-positioning assembly should already work Avith

only one tenth of the maximal applicable A-oltage at room temperature in order to

function in superfltiid helium. Howevei. in practice, the threshold amplitude does

not change to this extent, probably due to a change of the friction behavior at 1.8 K.

3.5.2 Coarse positioning of the sample

Fig. 3.11 shoAvs a photograph of the sustaining ring AAuth the inertia drive. At three

equally spaced positions, a sapphire ball is glued to a set of tAvo perpendicularly

oriented shear piezos separated by a thin insulating layer. Between the piezo sets

on the ring, small NclFeB magnets glued on seicnvs can be moved precisely in the

ATrtical direction to adjust, the normal friction force by attracting the nickel electrode

of the bimorph disk. Sapphire slides glued to the disk piezo holder sit on the top of

the balls (not shown here).

It is an experimental fact that high voltages have to be applied to the shear

piezos irr order to OA'crcome the contact friction. SaAvtooth functions Avith an am¬

plitude of at least 600 V and a ficquencv of 1600 Hz arc typically used. The high

voltages are generated by an inductive amplifier (originally designed by U. Dlirig,

IBM Riischlikon). The speed can be tuned bv changing the A'oltage or the num¬

ber of steps per second. The coaise-positioning device is isotropic and has a high

reproducibility fiom room temperature to 1.8 K. Fig. 3.15 sIioavs an interferometric

defection (sec section 3.1.5) of the macroscopic slip-stick motion at room tempera¬

ture. dFking into account the intrinsic non-linearity of the interfeiometer, a smooth

motion bv single steps of :M0nm can be lecogmzed. The input voltages to the HV
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amplifier are switched using a joystick providing a very convenient Avay to control

the sample position.

Figure 3.14: Photograph of the sustaining ring- (MO) microscope objective, (SB)
sapphire ball, (SR) sustaining ring. (Ai) magnet, and (SP) shear piezo.

In Fig. 3.16, the four images of a civsfal of p-teiphenyl eloped with pentacene

molecules illustrate the capability of the slip-stick motion assembly at 1.8 K. Each

picture has successrvely been taken alter a displacement of some miciomcters. To

facilitate comparrson between images, some molecules are surrounded by circles.
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Time [arb. units]

Figure 3.15: Interferometric measurement of the slip-stick movement at, room tem¬

perature: betAveen the maximum and the minimum of the curve, the sample travels

a distance of 207nm. Each single step corresponds to a distance of tOnm.

Figure 3.16: Example of slip-stick motion. Each image has successively been taken

after a displacement of some micrometers in each direction. Three molecules are

surrounded by circles to facilitate comparison. The slightly different appearance of

molecules in the images is due to laser frequency drifts during the acciuisition time

of the four pictures.
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3.6 The samples

Single-molecule spectroscopy can be performed in various kinds of transparent solids

such as molecular crystals. Shpol'skii matrices, and polymers. Hoaatati, in the

experiments presented in the next, chapters, only crystals have been investigated

because of the high spectral stability of single molecules in such matrices (see chapter

2.4). In a crystal, the chromophores exhibit Avell-defincd spectral properties, which

is important when studying the effects of external perturbations, so that influences

of the matrix itself can be excluded.

3.6.1 Impurity-doped crystals of p-terphenyl

Crystals of p-terphenyl [see Fig. 3.17(a)] Avere the first matrix in which single-

molecule spectroscopy was performed [7]. This host Avas chosen because of the

very good optical quality of the crystals groAvn and the relatively high solubility of

the impurity molecules in the matrix. Onlv naphtalene crystals have sIioavii to be

another suitable crystalline matrix for single-molecule spectroscopy, but naphtalene

has the disadvantage of subliming A*ery quickly at room temperature. This is incom¬

patible Avith the amount of time needed to introduce the experimentation stage into

the cryostat.

At high temperature (F >I93K), p-terphenyl possess a morroclinic structure

with two independent positions per unit cell (see Fig. 3.18) [8,72]. The energy

minima of the position of the central ring arc Fvistcd by an angle of ±13° with respect

to the plane defined by the tAvo outer rings. IIowcA*er, the ring Adbrates between the

Iavo angle owing to excitation bv thermal energy, and the average position can be

considered to be planar. Below 193 K. a phase transition occurs Avhich transforms

the structure of the p-terphenyl into a trielinie lattice with four inequivalent sites per

unit cell denoted Mi-Mi as indicated in Fig, 3.18. The lattice is best visualized by

using a pseudo-monocfinic unit cell Avith a' = 16.01 Â, b' = 11.09 A, and d = 13.53 À.

The angle between the central ring and the b'-axis is slightly diffeient in the four

sites (-42° for M^ -10e for M2. 20" for M3. and 50° for M4). The structure can

exist in Fvo distinct domains denoted a and 3. Fig. 3.18(b) depicts the a-domain.
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Figure 3.17: Chemical compounds used in the preparation of the

samples: (a) p-tcrphenvl. (b) teiivlene. and (c) pentacene. Super¬

imposed arrows are the directions of the dipole moments.

The /Fdomain is the mirror image of the o-domain Avith the same four inoquivalent

sites. In a single crystal, both domains can coexist.

The molecules of terrylene and pentacene [see Fig. 3.17(b) and (c)] are the two

impurities studied Avith SMS in this Avoik. In the case of pentacene, one molecule

can easily replace orre p-terphenyl molecule in the crystal lattice because of the very

similar sizes [77]. As a result, of the four inequivalent sites, there is four different

configurations of pentacene embedded in p-terphenyl. Every site corresponds to a

spectroscopic band denoted Ot. O2, O^, and Oi located at a different freciuency po¬

sition (see Table 3.2). Single-molecule polarization nieastirements [73] haAT enabled

the assignment of the spectroscopic data to the corresponding lattice positions to be

reduced to Iavo possibilities, Avhich are given in Table 3.2. The situation for terrylene

is more complex, because the molecule is bigger than the host, and consequently does

not, fit Avell in the matrix. It is believed that every terrvlcne replaces Fvo p-terphenyl

molecules [75]. In such a ease. Fathe independent sites and corresponding bands are

expected. HoAveATt, bulk spectra exhibit only four intensive bands, given in Table

3.2, accompanied bv several smaller lines. It is likely that only four sites are ener¬

getically favorable and a tentative assignment has been performed in Ref. [75]. For

both systems, the width of the inhomogeneous bands is strongly dependent, upon the

manner in which the crystal is handled. For pentacene, stress-free samples can have
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Figrrrc 3.18: Structure of the p-terphenyl eivstal: (a) above 193 K Avith

a monoclinic unit, cell, (b) below 193 K Avith a triclinic unit, cell and the

corresponding four inequivalent sites MrMt. The picture corresponds to

the «-domain.

Pentacene

0L 02 o3 o4

Position/(nm) [72] 592.322 592.f94 588 065 586.006

Position/(em~1) [72] 16882.7 16886.4 17004.9 f 7064.7

Lattice site [73] M2 or M, Mi or Mt M3 or M2 Mx or M4

Suitability for SMS F F - -

Terrylene

Position/(nm) [74] 580.4 578.5 578.3 577.9

Position/(em J) [75] 17230 17286 17293 17304

Suitability foi SMS - 4- - f

Table 3.2: Spectroscopic properties of the p-terphenyl crystals doped Avith either

pentacene or terrylene: Oi_t designates the foui bands in ascending energy. SMS in

the O3 and Oi sites is not possible for pentacene OAving to the increased Intcrsystem-

crossing quantum yield oVc - 0-6 as compared to fasc = 0.004 for sites Ox and

the 02 [76]. For terrylene. very effective light-induced photobleaching occurs in the

sites Oi and 03. Avhereas molecules in site 02 are very stable [75].
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inhomogeneous bandwidths narrower than I GHz. whereas bulk Bridgman crystals

exhibit 40GHz-broad bands [21,72]. In some experiments, the crystal is attached

to the glass covcrslip by direct adhesion through van der Waals interactions, and

thus strains in the crystal can be induced and a broadening of the bands is to be

expected. HoAvever. quantitath*e predictions are difficult to make.

Molecule F Fi Fr P0

ns S"1 s
l MHz

Pentacene 23.5 [76] 2.2±0.M0l [76] 2.0ri(F [76] 7.3F0.8 [21]

Terrylene 4.2F0.1 [78] 2-103 [71.79] 5 10 [79] 48.1F4.9 [74]

Molecule -'Met 'sat

W-cirr2

fa

Pentacene 4-103 [20,77] 0 01 [20. 77] 0.78 [76]

Tcrrvlene 6.1-105 [74] 22.7 [74] 1 [741

Table 3.3: Photoplivsical parameters of pentacene and terrylene. I\ for pentacene

and terrylene, Fi and k2i for pentacene arc measurements on bulk samples. Avhile all

other values arc results from single molecules. The indicated parameters are average

values; strong variations can be obsciATcl between individual single molecules. The

parameters correspond to the Oi and the 02 sites for pentacene and to the O2 site

for terrylene. There is a strong discrepancy on the value of D in the literature (see
alsoRcfs. [80.81]).

ddie choice to use either terrylene or pentacene depends on the application.

Table 3.3 summarizes the properties of both molecules at, 1.8K. The main differ¬

ences arise from the direction of the excitation dipole moment. In pentacene, the

excitation dipole moment is oriented along the small axis of the molecule [73] (see

Fig. 3.17). whereas in terrylene It is directed along the long axis [82]. As explained

later, the impurities are oriented like the p-tcrphcnvl molecules, perpendicular to

the surface of the crystal and thus parallel to the optical axis. This implies that the

terrylene molecules are more difficult to excite and exhibit a higher saturation inten¬

sity than the pentacene chromophores. As explained in section 3.3.3. the detection

efficiency is diminished for the tenvlene fluorescence as compared to the pentacene

emission. However, these draAvbaeks are compensated for by much more favorable

photophysical parameters of tetiylene. A small intcrsystem-crossing rate coupled
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with fast singlet and triplet decay rates confer a very high maximal emission rate.

This is the reason why the detected photocount rate is more intense for terrvlcne

molecules than for pentacene despite the loAver detection efficiency.

3.6.2 Sample preparation

Crystals of p-tcrphenyl doped wit h a Ioav concentration of impurity molecules avcit

grown using the cosublimation technique [72.75]. Fig. 3.19 illustrates the experi¬

mental apparatus used to produce the samples.

In the first step in the sample preparation, a mixture of ca. 1.5 g of p-terphenyl

with a small amount of the impurity compound (terrylene or pentacene) is melted at

ca. 220°C under N2 atmosphere to obtain a homogeneous highly-doped base crystal.

This crystal is then pulverized and intiodneed at the bottom of the sublimation

receptacle of Fig. 3.19. To avoid the presence of oxvgen, the interior of the apparatus

is pumped for 15 minutes and filled with FF gas. The inner pressure is then slightly

diminished bv switching on the pump foi ca. 10s. The impurity concentration can

be augmented by decreasing the partial piessure of N2. The sublimation of the

mixed crystal is started by immersing the receptacle into an oil bath stabilized at

the temperature of 180°C. The "cold finger'' is heated to 110°C by a continuous

fioAV of a mixture of water and ethylene glycol clcliATied by a heating bath. The

"cold finger'' is comparât Feh much colder than the Avails of the receptacle, which

are in contact, Avith the oil bath. The p-toiphenvl-impurity mixed vapor condenses

on the "cold finger'", building pm-thin crystal flakes Avith a size of some mm. The

direction of growth is along the a/b-plane: consequently the impurity molecules

stand perpendicularly to that plane and along the optical axis. The sublimation

process lasts typically one day. Only the flakes of the loAver third of the "cold finger'"

are collected and used as samples to ensure sufficient impurity concentration.

ddie crystal flakes are carefully deposited onto clean glass coverslips, AAdiich have

a thickness of 170//in. The samples can be attached to the glass using two different

techniques. After immersion of the coveislip for ca. 15minutes in methanol, the

flake Avill automatically stick to the glass as a result, of van der Waals interactions.
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Ullis method has the advantage of a good optical contact, but the sticking piocess

can induce sir am m the cnstal creating imperfections The other possrbiht) is to

plunge the coACishp into chchloioniethane foi ca 15 minutes The sticking piocess

does not occur after this tieatment and the sample can be held by gluing it carefully

at one point at the nm of the flake using an cpo\A glue (Aialchte red, Crba Geigy)

Figure 3 19 Experimental apparatus used for the

costibhmation technique (\\ ) Avatei, (SR) subli¬

mation îeceptaele (F) flakes, (P) pump and N2

input (\ ) Aahe (CF) cold finger, (OB) oil bath,
and (M) melt
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3.7 Application: Combined spatial and spectral

information

Fig. 3.20 is an illustration of typical images obtained with the SCOM at 1.8K.

ddie picture shows single molecules of pentacene embedded in a p-terphenyl crystal.

An intriguing feature is the distribution of spot sizes ranging from 800 nm to some

pm. As explained later, this is a typical effect of low-temperature SCOM of single

molecules. Fig. 3.21 displays a line cut, through a small spcF as indicated at the

bottom of Fig. 3.20. Considering that the shape is not absolutely symmetric, the

optical resolution can be estimated this Avay to be at least 800nm FWHM.

at 1.8K. fF = 16880.1 fern"1. IL -- 40W/cm2, integra¬
tion time/pixel—14 ms.

The broad features in Fig. 3.20 do not originate from optical aberrations, but

rather are examples of the coupling betAveen spectral properties and spatial images

of single molecules at super fluid helium temperature. As a result of the narroAvness

of the ZPL, the absorption cross-section is extremely high, and the optical transition

can be easily saturated. If the excitation intensity is well above saturation in the

center of the spot, the confocal volume needs to be notably displaced in order to

produce a change in the emitted fluorescence. Thus, the molecules appear much
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Distance [rum]

Figure 3.21: Line cut through a small spot, as indicated at, the bot¬

tom of Fig. 3.20. F, - 16880.11cm-1. I\, — 40 W/cm2, integration

time/point=14ms.

broader than the actual confocal volume. On the other hand, the small spots repre¬

sent molecules that are significantly detuned from resonance and therefore well beloAv

saturation. Fig. 3.22 sIioavs a local frequency scan at the position marked by an arroAV

on Fig. 3.20. Compared to the lifetime-limited lincAvidth (11.7±3.8MHz obtained

from a saturation study), the line at zero detuning is strongly poAver broadened

(58.9(3.5) MHz). This proves that the optical transition is saturated and explains

the appreciable size of the single-molecule spot in the SCOM image. Accordingly,

because of the different excitation intensities, the observed linewidth varies depend¬

ing on the position in the spot (at the maximum or on the side) where the frequency

scan is taken. Such local frequency scans are very useful for interpretation purposes

and are a great advarrt age of Icrw-temperaturc confocal microscopy. As a result of

these broadening effects, the separation betAATeii molecules requires a large scan

range even if the optical resolution is close to the diffraction limit.

The combination of spectral and spatial information is illustrated in Fig. 3.23(a)

and (b) with two Images of a crystal of p-terphenyl doped with terrylene at 1.8 K.

Both images are recorded at the same position, but with a f GHz shifted excita¬

tion frequency. Because of the narroAvness of the ZPL. different molecules are in
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Figure 3.22: Frequency scan at the position indicated by Hie arrow

in Fig. 3.20. The scan range is 1 GHz. ?F ^ 16880.11cm-1, JT, =

40 W/cm2, integration rime=S5ms.

resonance in the Iavo images. It is interesting to notice that some spatially over¬

lapping molecules can be separated in the spectral dimension. As an example, a

frequency scan was performed at the position of the central spot, in image (b) [see

Fig. 3.23(c)]. It leveals the presence of two molecules that are separated in frequency

by only about 100 MHz. This method can be used to correlate data obtained in the

spectral and spatial dimensions.

Another tA'pe of information is obtained in Fig. 3.24 recorded at the same

location as in Fig. 3.23. but with the cut-off' filter behind the notch removed. As a

result, some of the Rayleigh-scattered laser light can reach the detector. Different

ciystal domains are cleailv recognizable as aatII as some molecules of terrylene, Avhich

seem to accumulate close to the grain joints, ddiis kind of image is very useful to

correlate the single-molecule properties Avith the macroscopic environment, which is

quite difficult in classical single-molecule detection schemes.
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Figure 3 23 Srngle molecules of terrylene m p-tei phenyl at 1 8K The excitation

frequciiCA is shifted by 1 GHz bclAAoen images (a) and (b) AT - 578 49nm, IL —

160W/cm2, mtegiation time/pixel—38ms (c) frequency scan at the position of

the molecule in the center of image (b) The scan lange is 1 GHz, AT — 578 49nm

R - 750 W/cm2 integration time-=85nis

Figuie 3 21 CrA stal of p-tetphcml doped va îth tern lene at 1 8K AL — 578 51 run,

T — 5 3kW/cm2, mtegiation trmc/prxel=28nrs The cut-off filter has been îc-

moAcd rn order to see the cia stal strticttne bA means of Ravlergh-scattered excitation

light
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scanning probe apparatus

ddie combination of SCOM Avith scanning probe techniques is presented.

The design and the implementation of a scanning probe apparatus as an

extension of the SCOM at Ioav temperature is described. The potential of

the instrument is illustiated bv an experiment wheie the spectral dynamics

of single molecules are manipulated using a metallized scanning probe tip.

The Stark effect, of the ZPL at 1.8 K is investigated bv applying a voltage to

the tip. which is in contact with the sample. New effects such as a plateau

in the Staik shift and a field-dependent line Avidth are obserwed. A model

based on Iavo-IcatI systems with field-dependent double-well potential is

proposed for the explanation of the obserwed anomalies, ddie experimental

data show that the tAVO-levcl systems are induced by the tip.
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4.1 Introduction

SCOM can be advantageously combined Avith other scanning piobc teehniciues such

as SNOM, AFM, or STM. After an interesting optical feature, such as a single

molecule, is detected using SCOM, it can be positioned into the confocal volume

at a Avcll-defincd location. Then, the scanning probe microscope can be used to

investigate the same feature independently of the SCOFI.

The method outlined above can be used to perform perturbation experiments.

In section 2.6, it has been sIioavu Iioav global perturbations influence the spectroscopic

properties of single molecules. Hoavoatii more extensive insights would be obtained

by using Avell-defined local pcrturbers. This can be implemented using scanning

probe techniques. The probes can be prepared in a large variety of AATll-defincd

geometries such as cones, flat stnfaces. etc. Moreover, the probes can be metallized

in order to apply an electric field, or their surfaces can be chemically modified. A

typical perturbation experiment can be clFicled into two steps. First, the probe is

held far aAvay from the sample, and the properties of the single molecule are investi¬

gated in this unperturbed state. Then, the probe is approached, and the change in

the properties is monitored as a function of the parameters of the interaction such

as the probe-sample distance or an applied electric field.

Such experiments enable the investigation of Aiirious kinds of interactions be¬

tAveen single molécules and microscopic structures involving static or dynamic elec¬

tric fields, piessure strain fields, etc. In this Avav. changes in the single-molecule

properties can be correlated to defined microscopic mechanisms. One of the fi¬

nal aims is to obtain insights m the spectral dynamics occurring in solids at low

temperature bv establishing parallels between the controlled experiments with the

probes and the observations Avith the molecules as reporters of their environment.

MoieoATr, understanding the basic interactions between a material structure and

a single molecule would make possible the development of new kinds of scanning

niicioscopies. Avhere single molecules could be opticafiy imaged Avith a resolution

beyond the diffraction limit.
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In the first part of this chapter, the design and the implementation of an exten¬

sion of the SCOFI for scanning probe microscopy is presented. In order to perfectly

control the location of the probe with respect to the single molecules, coarse and

fine positioning capabilities have to be implemented together with a feedback system

regulating the probe-sample distance. The latter has not yet, been installed in the

current version of the setup and is still under development. However, the capabilities

of the instrument are already sufficient to perform instructive experiments, AAdiich

are described in the second part of the chaptei.

4.2 Experimental setup

4.2.1 Overview

Fig. 1.1 is a photograph of the scanning probe apparatus (SPA), together Avith a

schematic illustration. The assembly consists of a base plate. AAdiich is mounted on

the top of the SCOM. and a movable probe-positioning device. The probe position«

consists of a ATrtical coarse positioning drive holding the tube-piezo scanner to which

the perturbing tip is attached, ddie Avhole SPA is protected by a coati1.

Horizontal coarse positioning in x-y of the probe positioner is instrumental to

bring the tip in the Adeinitv of the confocal volume under study. Movements arc

produced by an inertia drive operating along the same principles as the SCOM's

drive (see chaptei 3.5). Glued on the base plate, three stacks of Iavo perpendicularly

oriented shear piezos separated bv an insulating laver induce the movements. The

sliding sruface consists of the contact points betAveen the sapphire balls glued on the

shear piezos and sapphire plates attached to the probe position«. As discussed in the

chapter 3.5, the mass of the Avhole actuator-load system determines the resonance

frequency, and consequently the minimal voltage applied on the actuator Avhich is

needed to produce a moATmcnt. This effect is critical in the case of the SPA because

of the big mass of the piobe position«. Xeveitheless, movement can be produced

reproducibly using high A-oltages (600 Y at a frequency of 800Hz).
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ft*

Figuie 1 1 Photograph of the probe position« (a) and scheme of

the SP V elements (h) (IS) tip scann« (SP) shear piezo (SB)
sapphire ball (PP) piobe position« (TP) tube piezo, (W) weight

(P) pullcA (M) magnet (BP) base plate (T) tip, (SH) sample

hold« ol the SCOM (f) fib« and (KT) KeAlar thread
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Alignment of the tip with respect to the optical axis of the microscope objective

is performed visually. As explained in section 4.2.4, the tips arc produced from

optical glass fibers and are covered with a gold coating. Light provided by a Helium-

Neon (Hc-Ne) laser is coupled into the far end of the glass fiber. Because the gold

coating is not, completely opaque in the visible region, the light transmission through

the tip at the fiber apex is sufficiently bright to be easily perceived by the eye through

the ocular, ddie amount of light collected bv the microscope objective depends on

the position of the tip with respect to the optical axis, ddie tip is above the confocal

volume when the brightest intensify is detected.

4.2.2 Vertical coarse positioning

The most critical task the apparatus has to fulfill is the vertical approach of the tip

to the sample. Gravity causes an anisotropy betAveen the upwards and cloAvmvards

directions of motion and increases the OATrall forces the drive has to overcome.

This problem can be solved by using a counterweight to compensate for gravity

as explained beloAv. The vertical coarse-positioning assembly is an inertia drive

operating along the same principles as the x-y coarse positioning drive [70].

Fig. 4.2 illustrates Iioav the moAnble tip scanner is attached to its static coun¬

terpart, [83-85]. Fig. 4.2 represents Fig. 4.1(b) seen from the top. The counterpart,

consists of a half-cylinder Avith three surfaces as sketched in Fig. 4.2. The angle be¬

tween the faces is precisely adjusted to correspond to three complementary surfaces

on the tip scanner. The middle face of the counterpart, is pierced in regular distances

by holes, where magnets glued on small scrcAvs can be affixed. The NclFeB magnets

attract, a thin steel sheet screwed onto the tip scanner. By varying the number of

magnets (typically Fvo) and their distance to the steel sheet, the attraction force,

related linearly to the friction force, can be precisely adjusted. The two side faces

of the counterpart haAT a small grooAT with a slit In Its middle. Tavo shear piezos,

oriented along (die ATrtical axis, are glued in each groove. The Aviring for the piezos

pass through the slits. A small sapphire ball is glued on each shear piezo. The Fvo

aluminum plane faces cIoavii the side of the tip scanner rest on three of the sapphire

balls. The fourth ball. Avhose height can be adjusted by a screAv. ensures stable
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operation even after long displacements of the tip scanner, which may change the

equilibrium resting position.

Figure 4.2: Scheme illustrating the way the tip scanner

is fixed to its static counterpart: (SC) static counterpart,

(S) scrcrw, (B) bearing, (SP) shear piezo, (WS) slit for the

wires, (M) magnet, (SS) steel sheet. (SB) sapphire ball,

and (TS) tip scanner.

ddie friction force exerted by the magnets is optimized to ensure the highest

possible mechanical stability compatible with a reliable operation of the inertia

drive. However, the vibrations induced by the motor can be sufficient to overcome

the friction forces, inducing small drifts of the tip scanner. Consequently, use of the

motor when the tip is in contact should be avoided.

Fig. 4.1(b) depicts the system used to compensate for gravity. Using a pulley,

the tip scanner is almost exactly counterbalanced by a slightly heavier weight, so

that, in case of drift, the tip iiioats upwards. The pulley consists of Iavo disks with

a small groove on the edge. The disks can freely rotate with enough looseness to

compensate for thermal constriction. The thread connecting the tip scanner and

the counterAveight is made of Kevlar to ensure combined high mechanical strength

and flexibility even at Ioav temperature.

Approaching the tip to the sample is a difficult task. A method to detect

contact with the sample has to be implemented. In conventional scanning probe
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microscopies, this problem is solved using a short-range signal such as a tunneling

current, or a shear force. HoweA'cr, such a feature is still under development in the

present setup. The approach is performed by optical detection of the light of the He-

Ne laser employed for the x-y alignment. The tip is located in the confocal volume

when the image of the light emerging from the fiber apex is sharp. This way, an

estimation of the vertical position of the tip is obtained. However, the method is

not sufficiently precise to avoid touching of the sample at the end of an approach.

Avhich can lead to damage of the tip.

4.2.3 Three-dimensional tip scanner

Three-dimensional fine positioning of the tip is performed by a piezoelectric tube

scann« (see Fig. 4.1) [86]. The Ioav« orifice of the piezoelectric cylinder is enclosed

by a Macor plate holding a small metallic tube Avheie the probe fiber can fit in. The

upper end of the scanner is glued to an aluminum clement,, which acts as counterpart

for the vertical coarse positioning chive.

The scanning range of the piezoelectric tube at 1.8K can be calculated from

the low-temperature coefficients of dable 3.1 rising standard formulas [87]

At, y = ^l-—- ^ 13.7 • Finn (4.1)

Ai -
ML

= 2.33 00117 (4.2)
Fa

l '

where dm is the mean diameter. dm = (OD + ID)/2 Avith OD as the outer diameter

and ID as the inner diameter. GAcii the maximal depoling voltage of 350 V for these

tube piezos, the maximal scan langes aie Ai\ymàx — 9.6pm and Azmdx = 1.6/mi.

This is much smaller than foi a bimoiph scanner.

4.2.4 Tip preparation

The preparation of the probe tips is performed according to standard procedures

used to produce SNOM tips [88], ddie eladcled end of a single-mode fiber (FS-SN-
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3224 from 3M) is dipped into a 40% concentrated HF solution for f 30 ruin. The glass

is etched inside the hollow cylinder formed by the polymer cladding. This way, the

process is protected from external perturbations such as vibrations in the solution,

ddie etching is faster along the polymer sheath than in the middle of the cylinder,

which results in a tapered end. After etching, the cladding is remoATcl by clipping

the fib« in 96% concentrated IFSO4 at 100°C for half an hour, ddie resulting tip is

very sharp Avith a typical taper angle of 20°. Finallv, in order to be able to applv an

electric field on the tip. a 2011111 thick gold coating is sputtered onto the fiber end.

A photograph of the tip produced as seen tinder a Avide-ficld microscope is depicted

in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Photogiaph of a typical tip.

4.2.5 Outlook

The SPA described suffers from the difficulty of approaching the tip to the sample

without causing damage. Solutions to that pioblem have to fulfill the following

requirements: the mass of the necessary changes to the movable tip scanner should

be small enough not to impede ATrtical coarse positioning, arid the developed device

should not need any alignment at super fluid helium temperature because of the

difficulty of this procedure.

ddie problem can be solved bv implementing a feedback regulation system for

the vertical position similar as in S I'M. AFM. or SXOM. ddie feedback system worrld

also enable imaging of the sample srriface and performance of e.g. SNOM bv exciting

the chromophores Avith the tip. Given the above mentioned requirements, the most
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suitable feedback technique is based on the detection of the shift of the resonance

freciuency of a mechanically excited tip resulting from the proximity of the sample

surface. Excitation and detection of the resonance can be performed using a tuning

fork with the achantages that no alignment is reciuiiecl at 1.8 K and that successful

operation in stiperfluid helium has previously been demonstrated [89]. The tip can be

excited laterally or vertically in resonance corresponding to the shear force technique

or to a kind of the tapping mode control respectively.

The improvements of the setup described aie currently being implemented.

They will enable the performance of more controlled experiments and will open

further perspectives.
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4.3 Tip-induced spectral dynamics of single

molecules

ddie SPA can be used for the investigation of the influence of different types of

nano-structuics on single-molecule propeities. Also. Aiirious kinds of interactions

between single chromophores and material structures can be studied. This concept

has already been applied in previous experiments where tip-induced Stark shifts [90]

and tip-induced lifetime changes [91.92] av«t investigated.

As an illustration of the capabilities of the SPA, an experiment is described in

the following Avheie a sharp tip unci« voltage is used to modify the spectral dynamics

of single pentacene molecules in a p-tcrphenyl crystal at 1.8 K. An anomalous Stark

shift and a field-dependent line broadening of the ZPLs are observed when the tip

is in contact with the sample. These experiments are an instructive example that,

ncAv effects can be revealed in SMS bv applying rcATtsible local perturbations.

4.3.1 Description of the experiment

Careful approach of the tip is a difficult task Avithout having a regulation feedback

to detect contact. The visual-approach pioeedure employing a Helium-Neon laser

described in the last chapter (see section 1.2.2) enables coarse estimation of the

relative vertical distance between the tip apex and the crystal and detection of the

contact between the Iavo. However, small damage to the tip is difficult to avoid as a

result of the sudden touching of the sample surface. Fig. 4.4 depicts an optical image

and a scanning electron miciogiaph of the tip employed in the present experiment

after its utilization, ddie tip had been modified to a truncated cone Avith metal

only on the side and a 10pm diameter plateau at the apex. Nevertheless, the

interpretation of the experiment is not influenced by the changed shape of the tip,

but the calculation of the electric field becomes more difficult.

ddie system investigated Avas a 3-5 pm thick crystal flake of p-terphcnvl doped

with a Ioav concentration of pentacene. The «wstal Avas attached to a glass covcrslip

by direct adhesion. As mentioned in section 3 6. residual strains in the crystal cannot
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Figuie 4.4: Scanning election miciograph (a) and wide-field optical

image (b) of the tip used during the experiments.

be excluded Avith such a preparation Hovtati, the Avcll-dcfined vertical position of

the sample in that case facilitates Avorkmg Avith the tip.

After haAdng positioned the confocal A'olume in the sample, a 400 MHz frequency

scan at 1.8 K was recorded which shoAved tAvo molecules. Ml and M2. The excitation

intensity Avas close to the sattnation intensity, and the excitation wavenumber Avas

16881.65 cm"1. Then, the tip Avas hi ought m contact with the sample using the

approach with visual control and Avas positioned on the top of the confocal volume,

which Avas recognized using the spot formed by the excitation light back-reflected

from the p-terphenyl-helium inteiface Fig. 4.5 shews the experimental airangement

during the experiment. It is likely that a small piessure AAras exerted on the crystal

by the presence of the tip. The influence of the tip Avas studied by applvmg a series

of increasing Aiiltages on the gold coating. Shifts of the single-molecule's lines Avere

observed owing to the Stark effect FinallA'. the tip Avas retracted far awav from

the sample, and the spectial pioperties of the same, but unpeiturbed chiomophoies

were characterized by means of a saturation stuchi r e by measuring the spectra as

a function of the excitation intensity.
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Figure 4.5: Sketch of the experimental configuration: Optical image of the

metallized tip Avith superimposed calculated equipotentials (clashed) and

field lines (solid). Inset: electiic field strength along the tip's symmetry

axis for Frxt — IV.
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4.3.2 Data analysis and results

To extract, information from the spectra recorded during the experiment, the single-

molecule lines Aveie first fitted by a Lorentzian shape using a non-linear curve fitting

algoritfim. Quantitative anahsis of the data requires appraisal of the error of the fit

parameters. Procedures exist, which give an estimate of the error by approximating

the Lorentzian functions using a Tavlor expansion [93].

300

-400 -200 0

Voltage / V

200

Figure 4.6: Spectral positions of molecules Ml and M2 as a func¬

tion of the applied voltage. The clots denote the freciuency positions
of the ZPLs determined from Lorentzian fits to the observed lines.

The error bars aie smaller than the symbol size. The clashed curves

give the predicted line positions for the tAvo TLS states in the sIoav

modulation limit. The full ciuats arc the maximum intensity po¬

sitions determined from the computed spectra. Inset: Line widths

of molecule Ml clet«mined from Loientzian fits. The continuous

curve is the full Avidth at half maximum dot «mined from the com¬

puted spectra.

The results of the Stark experiment aie plotted in Fig. 4.6. The ZPL peak

positions for both molecules are governed by the expected quadratic Stark effect
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(sec chapter 2.6) Avith a relatively strong shift of the maximum of the parabola.

However, the data reveal in addition an anomalous behavior as compared to previous

experiments: Fiist, there aie plateaus in the Stark shifts near zero voltage, and

second, the lines are significantly broadened at the position of the plateaus and the

line shapes dcAdate clearlv from Loientzians. ddie plateaus arc not centered at, the

same A'oltage for the Fat molecules. This obsciAiition and the monitoring of the

zero-field freciuency positions during the experiment enables the exclusion of laser

drifts as the origin of the plateaus.

0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08

1/Line width [MHz ]

Figure 4.7: Origin of the line broadening: RAci plotted against, r-1.

Data points taken during the tip-induced Stark effect experiment.
The bais indicate errors and the numbers the sequence of increasing
voltages in steps of 40 Y starting from -200 V. The Lorentzians sIioav

the line shape at the respective corners of the plot.

To address the question wheth« the obseivecl broadening of the single-molecule

lines is clue to poAv« fluctuations at the position of the molecule oi whether it

actually originates from spectial dynamics, let us consider the area of the ZPL

which should change in the former ease Avhile it should remain constant in the latter-

case. In Fig. 4.7. the peak photocount rate Fdo, is plotted against the inverse line
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Avidth i/r for molecule Ml. A linear dependence with positive slope, corresponding

to a constant, line area S, is expecded as long as poAver broadening of the lines is

absent as a result of the relation

O — /l.lpfl i\ . (4.3)

valid for a Lorentzian line shape. From the apparent linear dependence in Fig. 1.7,

power broadening can be excdudecl as a source of the observed variations in line

width.

40 60 80 100 120

Peak count rate [Counts/85 ms]

Figure 1.8: Saturation plot: 1/F2 plotted against Fdc(, for

molecule Mi. Circles: Saturation data for the unperturbed
molecule. Dashed line: linear fit. Shaded area: 95% confi¬

dence area obtained from the fit. Open squares: Selected

data from the tip-induced Stark experiment labeled by the

respect Ft tip A'oltages.

The spectra recorded with the tip îetracted from the surface enable the investi¬

gation of line positions and line Avidths for the same, but unperturbed molecules, ddie
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frequency position of molecule M2 did not change while the frequency of molecule

Mi Avas shifted by 30 MHz during retraction. Taking knoAvn bulk pressure induced

frequency shifts of 1 MHz/100 Pa into account [35], an upp« limit for the pressure

at the location of molecule ML of 3000Pa can be estimated, ddiis corresponds to a

foicc of 2d0 nN exerted by the tip onto the surface, ddie saturation study enables the

influence of the tip on the obseiATcl effects to be assessed. By combining Eqs. 2.5 and

2.8 of chaptei 2.3.2. a relation betAveen P and /?,]ei can be obtained for a saturation

study, AAdiich does not depend on the laser intensity

/?dot(/L)-/?dei-x.-^--r7J)2), (4-4)

where Fdct,<x> is the photocount rate at saturation. Fig. 4.8 displays the experi¬

mental saturation data (circles) in a i/T2 against /?d0l plot. A linear behavior is

observed in accordance with Eq. 4.4. Fig. 4.8 further displays the corresponding

linear fit (dashed line) togcth« A\dth the 959c confidence region (shaded). The ob¬

tained liircAvidth at, zero excitation intensity, 10 = 7.6F 1.9 MHz, and the saturation

photocount, rate, i?der,cx> = 127 ± 9.2 counts/85 nis, ate typical values for pentacene

(sec chapter 3.6). ddiis, together with the small upper-limit force, is a strong indica¬

tion that the crystal of p-f«'phenyl had not been damaged during the experiment. A

selection of data from the tip-induced Stark experiment are also displayed in Fig. 4.8

(open squares), ddie data points arc labeled by the respective tip voltages. Each

point in Fig. 1.8 corresponds to a specific line shape. Only data points within the

shaded aiea are compatible with unperturbed molecules. As a matter of fact, three

line shapes, taken from the plateau region of the tip-induced Stark effect study,

are far outside the confidence area. This means that the spectral properties of the

molecule avcic modified bv the piesence of the tip. On the other hand, the two line

shapes at high A'oltages are compatible Avith an unperturbed molecule.

4.3.3 Theoretical model and interpretation

ddie experimental observations can be rationalized by assuming that the electric field

induced by the tip interacts not onlv Avith the single molecule but also Avith degrees

of freedom in the matrix that behave like tunneling two-level systems. As discussed
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in section 2.4, it is well knoAvn that at Ioav temperatures the matrix dynamics are

governed by TLSs. These TLSs are coupled to the single molecules via strain fields or

electric dipole interactions. Fpon flipping thev induce jumps of the single-molecule

transition frequencies. The obsen-atiorrs indicate that, in the present experiment

the spectral dynamics is dominated by a single TLS. By assigning a static dipole

moment p-iLs to the TLS Avhich changes diiection upon the flips, the TLS's double

well potential is modified by the applied electric field [94]. As a result, the TLS

flipping rate and the equilibrium population of the Fvo states depend on the applied

electric field. Consequently, the line shape of the chiomophore will also depend on

the applied field.

For a quantitative analysis aat Aviitc for the Stark shift, making use of Eq. 2.32

and taking into account the ceiitrosvmmetiy of pentacene.

/lA/A - -~Ao fl (Ecxx F Fmi =1- FrLS)2 , (4.5)

where EQxi is the field as a result of the applied voltage t7ext and Em{ is the internal

field as a result of the non-eentiosvmmetric airangement of the host lattice and

charges possibly trapped in the host. Ftls F the field at the position of the molecule

as a result of the flipping TLS. Ao is the change of the molecular polaiizability upon

the excitation of the molecule, and j], - 1.7 is the mean Loientz correction factor.

In Eq. 4.5, all three fields are assumed to be parallel, due assumed orientation

of the various electric fields Is depicted in Fig. 1 9 The field component, of Fmt

perpendicular to Foxt does not contribute to the Staik shift. Further, FTLs and Fexi

arc assumed to be anti-paiallel Avhich corresponds to a configuration where the TLS

is located in the plane peipendictilar to FPxt that contains the molecule. Indeed,

from the observed frequency shifts in Fig. 4.6, one notices that the flipping TLS

tends to Aveaken the Stark effect: in other avohF, the TFS acts against, the external

field. The validity of this assumption is further supported by statistical reasoning

because the probability for the ILS to be found close to the x-y plane (defined in

Fig. 4.5) containing the molecule is large.

The electric field induced bv the tip is stionglv inhomogeneous as shown in

Fig. 4.5. The calculation of the field is described in the next section. The external
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field can be Avritten as Foxt = p cFPxt Avhere (7(,x1 is the applied voltage and g is given

in units of inveisc length: ?? — $/L Avheie L cr 3 mm is the distance bcFveen the tip

and the microscope objectiAT serving as a counter electrode. £ denotes the position

dependent field enhancement. Because the position of the molecule with respect to

the tip is not known precisely only a range of the field enhancements can be given,

5 < £ < 25. In the following, the mean atIuc of £ ~ fO will be used as an estimate.

Typically, for Fcxt = 100 Y applied to the tip. Fox, ~ 10kV/cm at the position of

the molecule.

Figure 1.9: Orientation of the various electric fields in the model.

The scheme corresponds to positive voltages applied to the tip.

Eq. 4.5 describes Iavo displaced parabolas, as shown by clashed curves in Fig. 4.6.

These parabolas correspond to the single-molecule freciuency positions in the slow

modulation limit. In this limit, the contribution of the TLS to the single-molecule

line shape are cFfunctions located at A//F The center and splitting of the Fvo

parabolas are given by Au = \(Ai>1 -J- A;; ") and v = 27r(A?F — Azz~), respectively.

Accelerated flipping dynamics of the ddF gives rise to a specific broadening of the

single-molecule line. Making use of Eq, 2.16 and Eq, 2.20, the line-shape function

in the time domain is given by

F(t) exp

1
F'>tF

,-j
V-" l horn AFls)/ cosh (Qi) + ^ sirrh (IF) 4.6)
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Avhere Pi10in is the line width in the absence of the TLS. Q and (9Tls are defined by

Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22, respectively. Ä"Tls is the flip rate given by Eq. 2.If, A'ils =

CTLS,ph"^rLs£ coÛ\(£/2kBT). £ is the TLS energy splitting, £ — D\A2 + J^hS (see

chapter 2.1), Avhere A is the asymmetry and Ju^ the tunneling parameter of the

TLS. In this experiment, generally JTls < \A\ holds, so that £ ~ A and thus AFls ~

c'|ri| coth(|A|/2ÄBF), AAdiere d — CTLSph^Tts with d as a dinrcnsionless parameter.

To account, for the field dependence of the d'LS. Ave Avrite for the asymmetry

A - A{) F 2 /up, qEcxi = . 10 F Fi Fexl, (4.7)

recalling that, ptls is Fie dipole of the TLS changing its sign upon flipping. From

Eq. 4.6 the line-shape function is calculated using a complex Laplace (i —Y u)

transformation.

ddie parameters needed for a complete description of the system are: A», Emi)

and FTLS for the Iavo Stark-shift parabolas according to Eq. 4.5, A0, Ptis- and d

for the TLS ch-namics, lAom for the chromophore's homogeneous line width, and

finally uq as a global frequency offset, ddiese parameters Avere determined bv fitting

simultaneously the calculated to all measured spectra. The parameters Aq, Ptls, and

d, additional to the standard Stark parameters, are avcII determined bv the distinct

behavior of the line shapes. A0 can be estimated from the \*ohage at the center of

the plateau associated with the maximum in the line broadening, p tls 1S related to

the range of the line broadening anomaly in the inset, of Fig. 4.6 and d is related

to the maximum broadening, ddie results are plotted in Fig. 4.10. ddie right panel

shows the contributions of the TLS to the smgle-molecule line shapes. It reflects

the change of the TLS eciuilibiium population as a function of the A-oltage. It also

shows the model-specific nan owing of the TLS-incluced splitting v with in«easing

voltage. At extreme ATiltages. the cFfunction like shapes indicate that the TLS

is virtually frozen in one of the aatIIs of the potential and does not, broaden the

single-molecule lines. HoAvevcr. near z«o voltage the increased flipping rate causes

a broadening that contributes significantly to the single-molecule line width. From

the calculated spectra, the peak positions and the full Avidths at, half maximum can

be determined as plotted as solid lines in Fig. 4.6 and inset, lcspectively. With regard

to the simplicity of the model, the agreement betAveen simulations and observations
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is reasonable, ddie remaining small deviations indicate the presence of other TLSs

that, interact only Avcakly with the chromophores.

Characteristic values of the system obtained hour the fit parameters are sum¬

marized in Table 4.1. The resulting polarizabilities of the pentacene molecules

are in good agi cement with previous single-molecule measurements, ddie value of

A« -- f.l - 2.5 x 10""w Fin2 of section 2.6 corroborates the estimate of the field

enhancement factor £. ddie obsorATcl internal fields are laiger than in Rcf. [34] by a

factor of Fvo to three, ddie stress induced in the crystal OAving to adhesion to the

cover glass mav account for this effect, ddie strong dependence of the double-Avell

asymmetry on the voltage results from a rather large dipole moment Ptls- Com¬

pared to the 7rLs — 0.4D obscn-cd in hole-burning experiments in PMMA [94], the

present values are larger by about one order of magnitude. This result indicates

that, the microscopic nature of the TLS is presumably different. From the Aidties of

FFls and ptls, an estimate for the distance bctAvecn the TLS and the chromophore

can be obtained given a dipolar inteiaction

f'TLS —
/FlsF

irrccoFn

! M

~ 6.5 nm. 4.8)

Molecule

Ml

M2

Thorn Ao Emi FTIS -do/Fl /'TLS d - cJ2

MHz 10-19Fm2 kY/cm kV/cm K D 1

12.4 1.3 -17 5.2 0.17 1.0 23

LI. I 1.6 -36 6.3 0.36 1.3 55

Table 4.1: Values of Aurions parameters clet«mined from the experimental data.

Fig. 4.8 shoAA's that the spectial propeities of the molecule were modified by the

presence of the tip. ddie 0Y line shapes of the unperturbed and of the perturbed

chromophores arc significantly different, ddiis means that the TLS responsible for

the spectral chnainics has been actually induced or activated by the tip. Accordingly,

the Iavo line shapes at high voltages. Avhere the TLS is frozen, are compatible Avith

an unperturbed molecule, ddie actual nature of the TLS remains unknoAvn owing

to the limited experimental information. A possible explanation is the intioduction
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Frequency [MHz]

Figure 4 10: Zeio-phonon lines of molecule Mi for a series of volt¬

ages as indicated. Left panel: Observed single-molecule spectra
with computed spectra superimposed, ddie clash-doted line corre¬

sponds to the position of the line center A/a Right panel: Calcu¬

lated line shapes OAving to the dXS alone (lFom — 0) centered at

Ap. Insets: illustrations of the FI.S double-well potential for -200,

0, and 200 A".
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into the molecular crystal of free negative chaiges generated by the metallic tip. The

charges being trapped in the civstal might jump to a neighboring trap 01 exhibit a

limited mobility

4.3.4 Simulation of electrical fields

To extract the molecular parameters such as Ao. or /in,s from the tit, A-ariables.

knowledge of the electrical field at the location of the molecule is required. The

analysis is based on the tip structure obtained from the optical and SEM images

of Fig. 4.4. The tip is estimated to be a truncated cone with metal only on the

side and a 10pm diameter plateau at the apex. The electric field distribution can

be simulated using a numerical computation of the Laplace equation using finite-

clement methods [95].

The procedure staits from the Laplace equation for the electric potential U

expressed in the cylindrical coordinates p. à and c with the z axis oriented along the

tip symmetry axis,

OAving to the svmmefry properties, the pioblem can be reduced to a two-dimensional

case:

p^bF4^0" (4-10)

The two-dimensional space is then divided into a 100x100 grid, where the distance

betAveen Iavo points is dp -- dz — 1 //m. The values at, the boundaries of the

grid arc estimated using existing anahtieal solutions for an ideal cone [96], and the

boundaries of the cone aie fixed at a defined potential Fcxl. For every point p, z of

the grid, a finite-difference equation can be Avritten,

L fU(z.p + Sp) U(z.p-ôp)\ {U(z,p + 5p)-2U(z.p) + U{z,p-6Py
F

P V 2d> / V (àp)
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The resulting system of equations can be sohed using standard methods [95]. The

electric field distribution is depicted in Fig. 4.5. ddie special geometry of the lip

introduces a strong enhancement eff the electric field as compared to planar elec¬

trodes. The electric field is highly inhomogeneous: the enhancement is stronger at

the rim of the apex as in the center. Because the exact location of the molecule is

not prcciselv known, only a range for the enhancement factor £ of 5 < £ < 25 can

be given.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the combination of SCOM wit h a scanning probe apparatus at

1.8K has been described. Using this instrument. neAV experiments can be performed

where the propeities of single molecules arc perturbed in a very controlled Avay. As

a demonstration of this concept, the spectral dynamics of single molecules has been

manipulated using a sharp metallized tip. The Stark effect of the ZPL of single

chromophores was investigated Fv applying a Aidtage to the tip. New effects such

as a plateau in the Staik shift and a field-dependent line width aatic obserwed. it

is likely that an extension of these teehniciues will lead to ucav insights into the

properties of solids at Ioav temperature and the interaction mechanisms piesent

between single molecules and microstructures. The knowledge aeciuired Avith these

experiments will be important in the development of future optical microscopies

with resolutions bevoncl the diffraction limit based on scanning probe techniques.



5. SCOM for local high-sensitivity

analysis of luminescence

The ability to locally analyze optical pioperties Avith high scnsitiAdty using

SCOVI is Illustrated bv studying a stronglv inhomogeneous sample, ddie

luminescence of CaF_> thin films doped with very Ioav concentrations of Sm2"1"

ions is investigated at Ioav temperatures and the film morphology is studied

independently bv AFM at 100m temperature, ddie Sm2+ ions are found

to be homogeneously distributed in the films and sIioav photobleaching.

Unexpectedly, stiongly luminescent small topographic features are observed

on the film surface, that aie found to contain Sm31 by spectral analysis.

In the loAATSt doped films, on-off blinking bchavioi of isolated luminescent

spots piOAddes strong evidence for the first observation of single ions in an

inorganic cnvstal.
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5.1 Introduction

SCOM is a very suitable technique to investigate inhomogeneous samples. As op¬

posed to Avide-field methods. SCOM enables the selective analysis of the light emitted

by different optical features recognized in an image. This can provide new insights

into the nature of such features, for instance by spectral analysis. Furthermore,

as discussed in section 3.2. SCOM exhibits a strong background rejection: very

dim features in an image can be detected, even if they are cdose to bright optical

structures.

In the folloAving, modifications to the standard SCOM optical setup of section

3.3.1 are described Avhich are needed to pciform luminescence spectroscopy. Then,

investigations of CaF2 thin films doped Avith attv Ioav concentrations of Sm2+ ions

are presented as a typical study of strongly inhomogeneous samples. Finally, it is

shoAvn that the sensitivity of SCOM is sufficient to detect the weak luminescence of

single ions.

5.2 Instrumentation for luminescence spec¬

troscopy

To perform the experiments described in the folloAving section, the low-temperature

SCOM optical setup discussed in the previous chapters was modified as illustrated

in Fig. 5.1. Taking advantage of the large spectral separation between the excitation

and the luminescence, the holographic notch filter used as beam splitter in chapter

3.3.1 is substituted bv a dichroic mirror (50% transmission at 645nm). The back-

reflected stray laser light from the sample surface and from the cryostat Avindows is

filtered spectrally by the combination of a notch filter and Fat» colored cut-off filters

(optical density of 1 at 612nm). and spatially using an aperture.

For spectral analysis, the collected luminescence is deflected to a spectrome¬

ter (Jobin Yvon-Spcx 270M. 0.27m focal length) coupled to a CCD array (liquid-

nitrogen cooled. 1024x256 pixels. 27//m pixel size. 50% quantum efficiency), ddie
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Figuie 5 1 Scheme of the optical path for lummescence spectroscopy using SCOAf

(L) las« system, (W) AvaAcmcter and spectial analyzer, (1) interference filter, (P)
power stabilize!, (SP) spatial filt« (BS) beam splitter, (C) cryostat, (MO) micro¬

scope objectrve, (S) sample, (H) holographrt notch filter, (A) aperture, (F) cut-off

filteis, (FM) flippable minor, (0) ocular (SP VD) single-photon counting àAalanche

photo diode, (S+C) spcctiometei and CCD array

spectrometer rs equipped with a 1200 grooAes/mm holographic grating acinevrng a

spectial chspeiston of 3 1 nm/mni Ovung to the absence of a pinhole in the de¬

tection path, the spatial resolution is shghth AAorse m the sample plane and much

pooier along the optical axis as compaiecl to the SP VD configuration Foi each spec-

trum, the dark noise is substiacted and the spectrum is divided b} the non-linear

characteristics of the diehr ore mm or

Optrcal information obtained from SCOM measurements can be complemented

by moiphological data fiom A.FM expeiiments The images presented m the fol¬

lowing section aacic performed m non-contact mode wilh a commcicial Toponrctrrx

system (dopometiix Fxplor« IMA2000) lopograpliA images AAcrc recorded using

nuciofabricat eel silicon cant ihn «s a^ rth a spi ing c oust ant ot ~ 42 I\m"1 To exc hide

tip aitifacts control measur current s aacic performed Auth different probe tips Images

of 100 20, 10 2 and I//m scan va îclth aacic recorded for all films
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5.3 Optical Microscopy of Samarium-doped CaF2

Thin Films

5.3.1 Motivation

Impurity ions in inorganic crystals exhibit strongly inhomogeneous spectral proper¬

ties. The various impurity sites in the crystal exp« iencc different local fields so that

each site exhibits a different resonance frequency. The bulk spectra arc therefore

inhomogcneously broadened, and the infoimation about the individual sites often

remains buried. Removal of this inhomogeneous broadening can reveal not only the

underlying homogeneous sped turn but also lead to important, infoimation about the

chemical origin of the different environments. Methods such as spectral-hole burn¬

ing [97,98] and fluorescence line narrowing [98]. Avhich employ narroAv frequency light

sources, haAT been previously employed to isolate individual energy sites. Hoavcv«,

these sites still include a large numb« of impurities and thus cannot completely

avoid ensemble aver aging.

Single atoms and single ions have been previously investigated in atomic beams

[99] and in electromagnetic traps [100], respectfvclv. fn contrast, in inorganic crystals

only single-defect [101] detection has been achieved. The observation of single ionic

impurities in a crystal lattice has been proposed by Süsse et al. [102]. Based on

measurements of spatial Aitriations of the luminescence intensity, Lange et al. [103]

have noted the possibility of performing optical experiments with a small number

of Sm2"1 ions in bulk CaF>.

In the folloAving. the spatial and spectial distribution of the luminescence of a

very small concentration of Sur"" ions in CFdF thin films is investigated using SCOM

at, Ioav temperatures. By using thm films, out-of-foctis luminescence is eliminated,

and, in the limit of veiv Ioav concentrations, the number of ions in the detection

volume can be tuned bv varving the film thickness.
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5.3.2 Description of the sample

Fluorite. CalF. is abundant in nature and is one of the main source of fluorine [104].

Crystals can be found in a large variety of colors as a result of impurity molecules

or defects.

Samarium, together with europium and ytteibiuni [105], are the rare rare-earth

ions which are stable in the doubly-ionized state. CalF doped with Sm2+ presents

a characteristic green color, AAdnch is clue to the piesencc of Fvo broad absorption

bands around 630 and 450 nm [106]. Sm2+ is knoAvn to luminesce very efficiently

above 700 nm. At 77K. a sharp emission line appears around 708 nm. AAdiich can

be used for laser operation [107|. Sm2+ in CalF Avas actually the third material

where lasing was observed, ddiis has attracted much attention to this system and

the parameters of the luminescence are consequently AArell-known.

Fig. 5.2 depicts a simplified scheme of the observed energy levels of Sm2+ in

CaFj [106]. ddie unique properties of this system originate from 4/Fx/ transitions

Avhich lie at unusually Ioav eneigies. The ground state configuration is 7F0. If belongs

to a multiplet of seven states: the 'Ft state lies 263cm"1 higher. The lowest 4/-

4/ transitions are transitions to the 3D quintuplet (not shown). However, these

transitions arc masked by a multiplet of 4/ - 5c/ lines which lie at, Ioav«' energies.

Because of the octahedral valence, the 5d bands split into an e„ block corresponding

to the 630 nm band and a t2f, block i elated to the 150 nm band. The luminescence

at, 708nm corresponds to the allowed transition from the foAvest-lying cg state to

7Fi [Ai,,(4/'55r/) —> T|S(4,/6)]. Because allowed f-d transitions are involved, the

luminescence lifetime and the absoiption cioss-seclion arc especially favorable, AAdiich

makes the system suitable for single-ion detection, ddie photophysical parameters

are summarized in Table 5.1.

a0 (at 6f0nm) TL (at 708nriF oL (at 7710

5- l(T]8cm2 [L07] 2//s[107] L [106]

Table 5.1: Photoplivsical parameters of Snr4" in CalF- a0 is the absoiption cross-

section. T\ the radiatiAT lifetime, and ol the luminescence quantum yield.
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5d: e

592 nm 708 nm

4f

Figure 5.2: Simplified scheme of the observed en¬

ergy IcatIs of Sm2~ in CalF. ddie transitions cor¬

respond to excitation and emission dining the ex¬

periment.

For the purpose of the experiment. C'd¥2 thin films doped Avith ativ Ioav

concentrations of Samarium (Snr~~) impurity ions were groAvn in a home-built,

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) apparatus [108-110]. Source crystals of CalF

doped with a desired concentration of Sm2"1" Avere thereby evaporated from a high

temperature effusion cell and deposited on pure CaFo (111) cleaved crystal sub¬

strates. The source crystals used for evaporation were prepared from ultrapure

CaF2 (Aldrich) and SmF^ (Cerac 99.8%) in a Bridgman furnace (oxygen partial

pressure < L0~'Pa). The stionglv reducing conditions present in the Bridgman

apparatus favored the incorporation of Sni2^ ions in the eiystals. To obtain very

Ioav doping IcatIs, successively gioAvn «vstaF avcic systematically diluted by us¬

ing material from the pieviousF gioAvn «ystal as a dopant, Avith the sequence

10 3.1(F6, 10" 9,10^10,HT11. 10 !2
(mol/mol). Two to three cycles of melting and

crystallization Aveie performed each time to ensure a homogeneous impurity distri¬

bution, ddie films Avere groAvn with a typical MBE deposition rate of 0.03 nm/s that

Avas monitored by a quartz microbalance. After groAvth, the films weic cooled to

room temperature at l°C/min to minimize theimally induced mechanical stress.
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The estimated residual concentration of 02 in the machine during film growth Avas

~L0"7Pa.

Films Avere grown with a thickness of 240 (sample A), 1000 (sample B), and

1500 nm (sample C). The thickness Avas determined by AFM measurements at the

sample edge. The Sm2+ nominal doping concentration was 10~12 mol/mol (0.02

ions/pm3) for sample A and 10~10 mol/mol {'2.0 ions/pm3) for samples B and

O. Hoaatati", at these Ioav concentrations, uoii-ini cntional doping by residual Sm2+

present, in the MBE apparatus cannot be excluded. The substrate temperature Avas

kept at 600°C during growth for all films except for film C that was grown at 300°C.

A cleaved undopccl CaPi bulk substrate Avas used as a blank sample (D).

d?he Samarium impurity ions occur as Sm2 f and/or Sm3+ ions, depending on

the growth conditions and whether or not the crystals are hydrolized after groAvth.

It is therefore important, to compare the emission spectra of Sm2+ and Sm3+ in

(F1F2 to analyze the luminescence of the Ioav-IcvcI doped films. Thus. Fvo additional

CaFa: Sm2+ single crystals "with higher doping concentrations were prepared in the

Bridgman furnace. The first one (sample E) was groAvn with a doping concentration

of 10~° mol/mol Sm2+. The second one (sample F), grown by adding 0.1% of

S111F3, was hydrolyzecl after groAvth at 900°C under water vapor for 6 hours. Under

this treatment, the Sm2^ ions are oxidized to Sm3+ and thereby samarium-oxygen

complexes arc formed [111]. Sample E is pale green because of the predominant

doping with Sm2+ ions. On the other hand, the hydrolyzecl sample F is transparent

and colorless showing the virtually exclushT presence of Sm3 h ions in the crystal.

Luminescence spectra of the doped single crystals (samples E and F) Avere

recorded on a home-built computer-controlled spectrometer at room temperature

and at, T = 100K. The luminescence Avas analyzed at 90° with the aid of a double

monochromator and a photon counting system. To resonantly excite the Sm2+ ions,

the 632.8nm line of a He-A'e laser Avas used which is close to a 4/-5ci absorption

line of Sm2+ in CaF2. Furthermore, for both samples luminescence spectra Avith

excitation at 488 nm Avere recorded.

ddie emission spectrum of sample E at T--100K is shown in Fig. 5.3(a).

ddie highest narroAV peak at 708nm corresponds to the zcro-phonon line of the
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Au, (4/F5F) —> T]f/(4/6) transition, ddrc shoulder towards lower energies is clue to

the coupling of this transition to phonons in the crystal. Fig. 5.3(b) shows the lu¬

minescence spectrum of sample F at T= 100 K. A characteristic spectrum of Sm3+

in CaF2 is observed.
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Figure 5.3: Luminescence spectra of (a) a CaF2:Sm2+ bulk crys¬

tal (sample E) at, T —77K recorded at an excitation wavelength

AL = 632.8 nm and of (b) a CaP2:Sm3+ bulk crystal (sample F) at,

room temperature and Al~488iiiii.

5.3.3 Morphological inhomogeiieities

As a first step in characterizing the samples, AFM images wore recorded of the

topography of the film surfaces. Fig. 5.1 sIioavs typical images obtained for sample

A (240nm thickness) for (a) 10x10 and (b) lx f//m2 scan areas. BeloAV each image

the surface profile along the mat keel line is plotted, ddiis film sIioavs on a short length
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scale a root mean squaie roughness of jRuns — f 4nm and in the micrometer range a

very smooth topography ddie loot mean squaie roughness can be calculated fiom

the AFM rmagcs using the folloAAing formula

Avheie ~

is the mean pixel height — |-Y);, ^
the pixel height and N is the

total numb« of pixel irr the AdFM image \s can be seen from Fig 5 4(b), the film

consists ot small giains (~4nm m height and 60nm m Avtdth) The steps obseived

in Fig 5 1(a) arise tiom the cleaned CaF2 substiate In the same image there are a

Icav small raised stittduies up to 20 nm in height Three of them can be seen m the

corresponding line profile

scan coordinate [nm] scan coordinate [nm]

Figure 5 1 AFM images of film A aaitIi scan areas of (a) 10x10 and (b)
lx f pm2 The sm face profile along the line marked on the images is plotted
beloAv the rcspectne image

Fig 5 5 depicts VFM images of sample B (1000 nm thickness) foi different scan

areas Fig 5 5(a) sIioavs a smooth surface with marp of the raised structures al¬

ready obseived m sample V Hica aie manrh found at substiate steps oi scratches

'

B=. - =)
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Comparison of Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.4(a) shows that the number of raised stiuctures

and their size increase with film thickness. For film B, their sizes range from hun¬

dreds of nanometers to a fcnv micions m Avidth and up to 200nm in height. At the

same time the grains that compose the thicker film exhibit, larger sizes (~10nm in

height and 300nm in width) than in film A, while the surface roughness remains

constant (i?trm—1.4nm). The grains haAT the shape of deformed rhombo-octahedra,

indicating dominant growth along the <111> dhections [Fig. 5.5(b)].

scan coordinate [um] scan coordinate [urn]

Figure 5.5: AFM images of film B Avith scan areas of (a) 40x40/mi2 and

(b) 5x5 pnr. The surface profile along the hue marked on the images is

plotted beloAV the lespccrive image

To gain fuith« insight into the nature of these spots, confocal images have been

recorded at, various tempeiatuies. and the luminescence of the Sm21 doped CaF2

thin films was investigated. Fig. 5 6 shows a typical confocal image obtained for

sample B at T — 1.8 K Avhere bright features on top of a structureless luminescence

signal are obseived. Some of these bright features are located along a stiaight line,

ddiis is similar to the behaAioi obseived foi the raised structures in the AFM image

of film 13 [Fig. 5 5(a)]. Based on the fact that similar patterns are obserwed in the
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optical and topographical images of several samples, it, can be concluded that, the

bright features correspond to the raised structures.

Figure 5.6: Confocal image obtained foi film B (2.0ions/puF) at

T —77K, excitation AvaA'clength Al = 592.1 nm and excitation in¬

tensity R, — 5kW/cm2.

ddie emission spectrum recorded at the position of a bright feature of sample

B at T = 77K is plotted in Fig. 5.7(a). It is composed of two traces recorded

consecutively, mai keel with toman letteis 1 and II indicating the sequence. Spectrum

1 (>700nm) is very similar to the spectrum of sample E (Sm2+ in bulk CaF2) shown

in Fig. 5.3(a). The peak around 706 nm is identified as the zero-phonon emission

line of the Sin21* ions in CaF2. It also exhibits a shoulder towards lower energies

corresponding to the phonon wing. HoAvevcr, the fine structure observed in the

phonon Aving of the bulk spectrum [Fig. 5.3(a)] is not, observed in the film, ddiis

can be attributed to the fact that the phonon scattering mechanisms as Avell as the

phonon spectrum in the film arc cliff« «it from the bulk crystal because of the higher

disorder in the film [112].

TVo other peaks at 663 and 678 nm can be clearly distinguished in trace II of

the spectrum in Fig. 5.7(a). Peaks at similar Avavelerigths between 630 and 690 nm
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arc found in the spectrum of sample F [Sm3t~ in bulk CaF2, Fig. 5.3(b)] Avhich are

characteristic of the Sm3""1" transitions in CaF2 single crystals.

Fig. 5.7(b) sIioavs the spectrum (traces t and 11) at the position of a bright,

feature of sample B now at T — 1.8 K. The spectrometer entrance slit, Avas Avider foi

trace II (<700 nm). Avhich explains the intensity difference between the traces. Again

the Sm2+ zero-phonon line around 706 nm is present, but at this loAver temperature it

becomes much narrower and the phonon wing disappears. In contrast, the emission

linewidth of the transitions at 663 and 678 nm (trace IT) almost remains the same at,

T — 77 and 1.8 K. This is a tvpieal bchaAior for Sm3^ transitions in CaF2. The Sm3+

emission lines originate from /-/ transitions which have an almost temperature-

independent Debye-Waller factor close to one (T < 300 K) [15]. On the other hand,

the Sm2+ bands, basically corresponding to f-d transitions, sIioav a phonon wing

Avith a pronounced temperature dependence, ddiis finding, together with the line

positiorrs, strongly supports the idea that the emission lines at 663 and 678nm are

clue to the presence of Sm3+ in the bright features, ddie Sm3+ ions present, a high

number of /-IcatIs in their energy configuration and these levels arc very close in

energy to each other [113]. As a consequence they show a strong interaction with

the local crystal field. Thus the /-/ transitions of Sm3+ ions exhibit widths and

positions that aie stronglv dependent on the environment [114]. This explanation

rationalizes the broad lineAvidths of the emission lines at 663 and 678 nm.

To compare the luminescence at the position of a bright feature with the struc¬

tureless luminescence elseAvhere in the image of Fig. 5.6, a spectrum recorded at a

location far from any bright feature is plotted in Fig. 5.7(c). The Sm2+ zero-phonon

line at 706 nm is also obseived here, ddie intensity of this line was found to be

fairly constant CATryAvhere in the film indicating a homogeneous distribution of the

Sm24 ions. Hoavcv«. the Sm3j" bands - Avhich aie found in the spectrum of a bright

feature [Fig. 5.7(b)] - are not present in the spectrum of the structureless lumines¬

cence. Takiirg into account the homogeneous distribution of the Sm2+ ions in the

film and the limited optical resolution along the optical axis when recording spectra,

it is likely that, the Sm2f bands in the spectra taken at positions of bright, features

[Figs. 5.7(a) and (b)] actually originate from the underlying film and not from the
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Figure 5.7: Consecutively recorded

cates the sequence) at the position
of film B at (a) T — 77 K, 7b =

60s, resolution 3.1 nm. and at (b)

integration time 120 s. resolution 1

the structureless luminescence at T

tcgration time 120s, resolution 1.6

all spectra AL =592.2 nm.

luminescence spectra (1,11 indi-

of a bright, luminescent feature

i00kW/cm2, integration time

T = 1.8K, F = 40kW/cm2,
Finn, (c) Emission spectra of

= 1.8K. IL = 40kW/cm2, ili¬

um. Excitation Avavelength for
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raised structures on top of the film. Thus the raised structures are probably doped

exclusively with Sm3+ ions.

The presence of Sm31 in the films is intrinsically related to the formation of

the laised structures. In analogy Avith the SnF'" generation mechanism mentioned

for sample F. it is possible that samarium-oxygen complexes are formed during film

growth. As a result of the presence of residual oxvgen in the MBE apparatus, part

of the Sm2+ can be oxidized to Sm34" during the film preparation. These trivalent

rare-earth impurities are then incoipoiated into the CaF2 lattice by substituting

divalent alkaline ions [115]. Here, the chaigc compensation is probablv obtained by

the clustering of trivalent SnF~{ with the lesidual oxygen in the MBE machine, ddiis

is possible due to the high mobility of the ions on the film surface during growth

at 600°C substrate temperature, In the AFM images, the raised structures are very

often observed near a scratch or substiate step on the film stufacc. Samarium-

oxygen clusters are probably trapped bv these imperfections and accumulate, ddiis

explains the positioning of the raised structures preferentially along straight lines

folloAving substrate imperfections.
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Figuie 5.8: Emission spectium of the substrate of sample B at

7 _ 7717 yL = 592.2 Imn. Ih = 75kW/cm2, integration time

120s. and resolution 3.1 nm lire inset, depicts the z profile of the

luminescence foi sample B (solid line) and C (dotted line).

The fact that the ions haAT a high mobility during film giOAvtfi is demonstrated

by the folloAving observation. Bv vaning the axial distance of the microscope ob-
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jedive relative to the sample, one can obtain depth profiles of the luminescence

and thus of the ion concentration as sketched in the inset of Fig. 5.8. Such mea¬

surements on sample B, grown at a substrate temperature of 600°C, show that the

luminescence emission of the Sm2" ions is obseived not, only in the film but also in

the CaF2 substrate as shown qualitatively in the inset of Fig. 5.8. Consequently,

the impurity ions diffuse into the bulk CaF2 substrate. In contrast, no lumines¬

cence in the substrate was observed for film C groAvn at similar conditions except

a lower substrate temperature of 30(FC. This result is compatible with the strong

temperature dependence of the ion mobility. Interestingly, neither bright features

nor Sm3"1 luminescence was CATr observed inside a substrate. This also confirms

that the formation of the bright features takes place exclusively on the film surface.

Figure 5.9: Confocal image of a region free of bright luminescent

features on film B obtained from tAAT consecutive scans. First an

area of 20x20 /mi2 Avas scanned. After that a 40x40 //m2 image was

recorded that included the prcwiously scanned aiea. 7' - 77K,

AT, = 592.2 nm. and Ih =- 20kW/em2.

ddie Sm2+ ions in the films could be photobleaehed by the excitation laser light

as illustrated in Fig. 5.9. do obtain this confocal image, first a region of film B

without bright features Avas selected, and a smaller quadratic area Avas scanned.

Then the scan range Avas increased and the image Avas recorded. During the first
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scan, the Sm2+ ions are photobleachcd leading to a lower emission intensity in this

area compared to the rest of the image. A possible explanation for the bleaching of

the Sm2+ ions is their photo-oxidation into trFalent Samarium [97.1L6].

5.3.4 Single ions

A different luminescence emission behavior was observed for the loAvcst doped

film A, as depicted in Fig. 5.10 which shows three confocal images of sample A

(0.02ions///m3). These images Avere recorded consecutively. Instead of the struc¬

tureless luminescence present in the confocal images of sample B, numerous small

dim spots are obserwed here. Careful analysis of the spots marked by rectangles in

the image 5.10(a) shows that the spot shape can A'ary between consecutive images:

Often complete spots change to truncated spots or to spots with intermittent dark

lines and vice versa. Mam' other spots in the images, which are not marked, display

the same behavior. Examples of such fluctuations arc displayed in Fig. 5.10(d).

These shapes are a typical signature of on-off blinking often observed in single-

particle experiments [8-11]. The special spot shapes originate from the fact that, in

SCOM. images are scanned horizontally, line bv line, from bottom to top. While be¬

ing scanned the single ions can undcigo pliotoinclucecl transitions to metastable dark

states. Depending on the dark state lifetime the respective spot exhibits dark lines

or even becomes truncated in the confocal image. In some cases truncated spots do

not appear in the consecutive images corresponding to single-step photobleaching.

As a result of the extremely low luminescence count rates in film A and the fast

photobleaching. spectia at T — 77 K haAT only been recorded while scanning the

confocal image of Fig. 5.10 and not at a fixed position on the sample. The resulting

consecutively lecordecl spectra I and 11 arc sIioavu in Fig. 5.11. Spectrum 1 shows

a Avcak band around 706nm which can be assigned to the Sm2"1 zero-phonon line.

This strongly supports that the spots observed in Fig. 5.10 are due to Sm2"1 ions.

Spectrum 11 only shows background luminescence. The offset betAveen 1 and 11 is

most probably due to photobleaching aft« recording the first spectrum (1).
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luminescence (counts/14 ms)

Figure 5.10: Three confocal images of the same area of film

A (0.02ions///m3) recorded consecutively at T - 77 K, AL -

592.2nm, and F = 40kW/cm2, ddie spots marked by rectan¬

gles A. B, and C in (a) sIioav an on-off blinking behavior: the spots

show dark stripes or tmneated shapes that often differ from shapes
obseiATcl in the oonsectitrve images (b) and (c). (cl) Evolution of

the spot shapes (magnifications of A. B, and C) between the con¬

secutive images (a), (b) and (c).
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Figure 5.11: Consecutively recorded luminescence spectra (I, II)
of film A at T = 77 K. AL — 592.2 nm, Ih = 40kW/cm2 and a

resolution of 3.1 nm. Each spectrum Avas îecoiclcd while scanning
the same area as for Fig. 5.10.

To be sure that the bright structures and the blinking spots are onlv present

in the films, the blank CaF2 crystal (sample D) were investigated using SCOlM. No

structure could be observed in confocal images, ddie count rates were constant and

very Ioav, corresponding to the background, ddie dimly blinking spots were observed

only in the confocal Image of the loAvest-lcATl doped film.

ddie spectrum of the emission and the on-off blinking behavior arc strong evi¬

dence that the spots observed in Fig. 5.10 are single Sm2"1 ions.

5.4 Conclusion

SCOM is a suitable technique to study strongly inhomogeneous samples. Here,

SCOM was used to investigate the spatial and spectral properties of the lumines¬

cence and the topography of CalF thin films doped with a very Ioav concentration

of Sm2~'" ions. In thicker films, the Sm24 ions are found to be homogeneously dis¬

tributed. FloAvev«. morphological inhomogeneities are obseived Avhich appear as

bright, luminescent features in optical images and raised structures in AFM to¬

pography, respectively. These inhomogeneities contain Sm3+ ions and aie formed
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during film growth at imperfections of the substrates. Thinner films Avith lower

ion concentration hardly exhibit any raised topographic structures. The homoge¬

neous luminescence in these films breaks up into Aveakly emitting spots exhibiting

on-off blinking behavior and single-step photobleaching, and showing the character¬

istic spectrum of Sm2"1". ddiese obserAlitions are strong evidence for the first, optical

detection of single ions in an inorganic crystal.



6. SCOM in the time domain:

Photon statistics

The possibility to perform experiments in the time domain using SCOM Is

demonstrated. The experimental setup and the data analysis employed to

meastuc second-order correlation functions arc described, ddie fluorescence

of single molecules of tcnvlene m p-terphenyl is investigated using these

methods. The photophysical parameters are determined, and evidence for

an inverse intcrsystem crossing is found. Antibunching and sub-poissonian

statistics, two signatures of a non-classical field, are observed in the emission

of a single molecule.
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6.1 Introduction

SCOM is a very useful technique to investigate both spatial and temporal proper¬

ties. In a tvpical experiment, optical images are recorded first, and single molecules

are selected. Then, the confocal volume is positioned at the location of an interest¬

ing chromophore, and the temporal properties of the emission of this molecule arc

measured.

Tempoial properties of the emission aie normally obtained using pulsed lasers.

HoAvevcr, these techniques do not piovido information about all timescales. A pow¬

erful Avav to obtain a large amount of data is to measure the second-order au¬

tocorrelation function of the single-molecule emission. This method is performed

using CW-laseis and has been pieviouslv applied in several single-molecule experi¬

ments [117,118].

In the following, a new Avay to acquire second-order autocorrelation functions

is presented, which combines a measurement of photon arrival times wit h a special

method of data analysis. An experiment is described illustrating the capability

of the technique. The second-order autocorrelation function of the fluorescence of

single teirylene molecules in a p-terphenvl «vstal Is obtained, and the photophysical

parameters of the chromophores are thereby determined. As opposed to the pievious

chapters, the folloAving experiments haAT been performed at room temperature, but

the method could be applied at Ioav temperature as well.

6.2 Method

6.2.1 Experimental setup

Fig. 6.1 schematically shows Iioav the standaid SCOM setup is modified to measure

autocorrelation functions, ddie configuration icsembles a Hanbury BroAvn and d\viss

arrangement, [119]. The collimatecl fluorescence beam is directed to a 50%/50% non-

polarizing beam splitter aft« passing the dichroic mirror, ddie resulting Fvo photon

beams are focused onto the aetrvc areas of Iavo SPADs of the same type.
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DM L

SPAD

I

SPAD h

D

TIA

Figuie 6 L Hanburv Brown and Twrss arrangement (DM) drchrorc

minor, (L) lens, (BS) beam splitter (D) dehn, and (TIA) time

inter Aal anahzer

lire output pulses of the F\o SP VDs arc fed into scpaiate inputs of a two channel

time-inteiAal anahz« (TL V Guide TcchnologA Sunnyvale, CA 91086, USA) An

electronic clcktA (Fpicalh 50ns) is imposed on one channel m oid« to minimize the

effect of noise generated bv the II V at a«a short inter-photon rimes Flic dead

time occurring m a single IIA. channel is dominated bA the ~30ns dead time of the

SPAD Photons arrrvmg m diffeient channels Iioaaca« can be recorded Aiitiially

free of dead tunc In a typical experiment, the dLV acquires 2 106 data points

during Ci20s indicating the ainval times with an accuracy of 0 5ns as well as the

acquisition channel for each detected photon Several data sets are acquired at

different excitation intensities m order to measure the complete photopliASics of a

single molecule
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6.2.2 Data analysis

The main task of the data analysis is to extract from the sequence of photon airival

times the autocorrelation function

Mr) = ^|FO (6-1)

where l(t) is the photocount rate at time f and / - (I). In previous single-molecule

experiments, different experimental teehniciues Iuiat been applied to obtain c/2d

In the limit of short inter-photon rimes (< 100ns) start-stop methods aie Avidely

used [100,120]. The resulting histograms of inter-photon times follow g^ for short

time differences [121]. To probe fluctuations on longer time scales (i.e. much longer

than the dead time of the detector), the eA-olution of the photocount rate is recorded

as a time trace of photocount numbers within a finite time bin from AAdiich g^ can

be calculated using standard teehniciues [9.117],

For a more elegant analysis that coatias all timescalcs, the two pieces of informa¬

tion from short start-stop time histograms and long time autocorrelation fund ions

should be combined. This can be achieved using a method that Avas discussed by

Reynarrd [121]. This method can be adapted to the case of single-molecule fluo¬

rescence including background contributions [122]. The method is based on Fvo

conjugated quantities denoted bv A' and ./. Avhere K(r) is the probability density

that the next photon is recorded at time i piovidecl that there was a photon at

t = 0. Accordingly. K(t)cIt is the probability to record the next photon in the time

interval dr at time r. K is identical to a histogiam of inter-photon times. d(r) is

the number density of photons at time r provided that there was a photon at r = 0

. Thus, T(T)dr is the average numb« of photon recorded in the time inteival dr at

time r. From the definition of .7, it follows

1J(t) --{I(t)I(1-\ r)>. (6.2)

From Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) the relation J — Icp^ is evident.

As a first step in the data anahsis. 7a' is determined by calculating the inter-

photon times betAveen a first photon recorded in one channel and the consecutive
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photon detected in the other channel. In order to exclude any influence from the

SPAD dead time, only those pairs are included in the analysis for which both photo-

diodes are ready for detection at the anAal time of the first photon (typically 90%

of all photons).

In the absence of background. 7 and 7\' aie lelated to each other by a very

simple formula Avhich is derived in the folloAving j_12fl. We suppose that a photon

is defected at time 0 and denote li(r), L2(r). L,(t) the probability density of

detecting the first, the second, and the idh photon at time r, respectrvch. Given

these definitions, we notice that:

K{f) = It (r) (6.3)

J(t) - II(r) + F(r) + .„H1(r) + „, (6.4)

The second equation expresses, that, because L-i(r)dr is the probability to record

the photon i in the interval dr at time r. the sum of the Lp(r)c7r is the average

number of photons detected in the time inter Aid dr at time r. Furthermore, it is

evident that the following relation holds:

/' A'(F)Fm(r-F)cFF^7m.„L(r), (6.5)

Avhich expiesses that, when a photon is detected at time r — r\ the probability

density to detect the next photon at time r is K(r'). ddie folloAving relation can

then be deduced:

T

K(t').I(t - r')dr' = L2{t) + ...

4- Lßr) 4-
...

= L(t) - K(t). (6.6)

By applying a Laplace transformation, the verv useful relation bctAATen K and J

can be obtained:

.7(S) = A-(«!)/(l-A"(s)). (6.7)

,/n

where ^ F the Laplace variable
.
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In the presence of background, the situation is a little more complicated [122].

Eq. 6.5 is valid under the assumption that the L, do not depend on the nature of

the photon arriving at time z«o. Hoaatati. i, depends on AAdiether the photon at

time zero has been emitted by the molecule or bv the background, because each of

these light sources exhibit a different behavior. In order to derive a relation for the

general case, avc fiist Aviitc for the average photocount rate

-/-FFr,4 F- (6.8)

where F> tefcr to the average photocount rate of the background. Assuming Pois-

sonian statistics for the background, avc haAT

7,7(r) = Fdct7m(r) 4 2Fdrt7b d fh . (6.9)

The conjugated molecular distributions Jm and Km are related to each other by

Eq. 6.7

L~-Km/(i- Km). (6.10)

Using the previous equations, it can be sIioavii that the following expression for the

OATrall 7v holds

IK(t) -- ïm{ï*K»' - 2FF« F Km)o~T^, (6. f f)

where

E^(r) - j Kmdt. A,f (fo -- J K^dt. (6.12)

In principle Eq. 6.11 enables a complete analysis of the data including background.

However, thorough analysis has shoAvn that foi tvpical experimental conditions (Tb <

0.2Ï), the following equation is fulfilled with a ATry good accuracy.

J ~ A7(l - K) , (6.F3)
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To determine J from recorded data sets, inter-photon times arc first evaluated as

described previously and corrected foi electronic delays. Then, K histograms arc

built up with 0.5ns bins. From the K histograms. J is calculated according to

Eq. 6.13. Laplace transforms are clearly not, appropriate for the transformation of

data stored as histograms. Therefore, an approximate algorithm based on a fast

Fourier transformation (FFT) is used, Avhich enables the determination of J from

7a" ewer a time range of 6-7 orders of magnitude [123].
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6.3 Non-classical photon statistics at room tem¬

perature

6.3.1 Description of the experiment and phenomenological

observations

Using the method described in the last section, the photon statistics of the single-

molecule fluorescence have been investigated at room temperature [123]. The sample

under study Avas a crystal of p-terphenyl doped AAdth terrylene molecules. This host-

guest system Avas chosen because of its ativ high photostability at room temperature

[23].

A scanning confocal optical microscope for room-temperature operation was

employed to image the single molecules of terivlene. As opposed to loAv-temperature

measurements, teirvdene Avas excited non-iesonantlv bv a CW AF -laser at a wave¬

length of 514 nm and a typical excitation intensity of 500kW/cin2. The excitation

light was passed through a single mode fiber foi spatial filtering. It Avas collimatecl.

reflected bv a dichioic mirror and then focused to a diffraction-limited spot by an

oil-immersion objective (Leica. 1.3XA. ~>c). ddie same objective collected the flu¬

orescence, AAdiich Avas directed to the 50%/50% non-polarizing beam splitter after

passing the dichroic minor. A rrotch and a cutoff filter removed the residual back-

reflected excitation light, dhe resulting Fvo collimated fluorescence photon beams

were focused onto the iavo SPADs

Single-molecule fluorescence images wcie recorded by raster scanning the crystal

through the focus by means of a linearized x-v-z piezo scan table and recording the

numb« of counts for each pixel in a computer. In order to study the photon statistics

of selected terrylene molecules, the sample scanner was moved to a position where

a well isolated fluorescence spot occurred in the fluorescence image. The molecules

were, in general, stable enough to iccoicl several data sets at different excitation

intensities before photobleaching.
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To qualitatively study the measured data, the standard methods, i.e. histograms

of inter-photon times for short, timescales and time traces for longer timescalcs, can

be used. Histograms of inter-photon times for a single molecule (denoted Ml) are

shoAvn in Fig. 6.2 for several excitation intensities. They exhibit dips at the electronic

delay time F07 = 48ns which are clue to photon antibunching in the fluorescence

light emitted by the molecule. This effect arises because the molecule, after emission

of a photon, is prepared in the ground state Stj and has to be excited again before

a second photon can be emitted, ddie occurence of two photons separated by a

very small time span is consequently very rare. Photon antibunching is a clear

signature of a non-classical radiation field, because the value of the second order

autocorrelation function at zero time span c/2;(9) F loAver than 1 in that case. This

argument can be understood by considering a classical electromagnetic field. For a

classical variable, the Sclnvarz inequality implies for the measurement of intensity

at Iavo rimes t\ and t2 [L7]

21{tx)l(h) ^ F(F)3 F T(t2)2. (6.14)

Generalization of this inequality to N measurements gives

m) +X(F)F...FF(FQ]2 J(ri)2FJ(/2)2d... tl(F)2
( n~ - "

A7
-

j -

- "

N
-

> lb. F

or using the notation for averaging

J2 = <J(/))2<(2F)2). (6.16)

Insertion of this equation into Eq. 6.1 results in

f7(2)(0)>F (6.17)

This last relation, valid for any classical field, is in direct contradiction with the

effect of antibunching and proves that the latter phenomenon is a clear signature of

the quantum optical character of the field emitted by a single molecule.

Antibunching has been previousF repoitecl for single particles under various

conditions [99, 100.118,120]. In Fig. 6.2. this effect is observed for the first time
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JL=1.25

0.6

0.275

80 t / ns

Figure 6.2: Histograms of inter-phot on times measured for molecule

ALL at several laser intensines JL in MW/cm2 as indicated. The full

lines lepiescnt fits to an exponential Fav.

at room temperature Avitliout having to accumulate signals of many individual

molecules [124-126], dhe clips follow an exponential law cxp (—rv|f - fdelav |). Ex¬

trapolation to zero laser intensity Zr can be applied to determine the decav rate k2X,

a ~ F]. R —> 0.

To extract longer timescale infoimation from the stream of photons, the

recorded arrival times of both channels are merged into bins of 0.5ps length to

create a fluorescence time trace, Fiom this time trace p(2)(r) ~ 1 + Cc~Pr can

be calculated (see Fig. 6.3). It sIioavs a exponential decay which is related to the

photon bunching behavior [ 117F An explanation for this phenomenon is given by

realising that, because the molecule has emitted a photon at time 0, it was not at

this moment in the triplet state. During a time interval described by the triplet

parameters, the chromophoie will not undergo a transition to the triplet state and

exhibit a higher count rate as the aATiage count late. The second-order correlation

function consequently exhibits a maximum at smaller time spans. Photon bunching

can be characterized by a decay rate 3 associated with the triplet relaxation rate

kn and a contrast C. In Fig. 6,3. one can notice that ß increases strongly Avith the

laser intensity Avhile the contrast varies only Avcakly.
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Figuie 6.3: g^(r) obtained for molecule Ml. The Aviggly lines are

the experimental data foi scweral laser intensities in MW/cm2 as

indicated. The smooth lines are fits to an exponential law.

6.3.2 Photophysics

Quantitative analysis of the data Avas performed using the method described in

section 6.2.2. J was determined lor several molecules bv a FF f of Ad An example

of such a calculation is shown in Fig. 6 1 for a molecule denoted M2. As expected,

K and ,7 are indistinguishable for riioit times [121]. Deviations stait to become

apparent for times >20ns. In particular, photon antibunching at short, times and

photon bunching behavior at long« times are clearly seen for a single molecule in a

single plot.

The photocount rate ITm results from the spontaneous emission from S| into

the vibrational progression of So so that Iw(t) - i]d?ikip22(r). p22(0) — 0. At

ambient temperature and non-resonant excitation, a svstem of rate equations can

be solved as described in section 2.5. From Eq. 2 26. Jm can be obtained.

Fn-F(ielHiFCm)o
°7

+ <vrÖ7 + il. (6.L8)

Identifying a with the fast and 5 Avrth the sIoav clecav rates, the first and second

term relate to photon antibunching and bunching, respectively, due contrast lestilt-
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in g only from photon bunching is Cm. while the overall contrast with background

included is C = Cm (Ädcl//)F The background Avas less than 20% of the signal in

all cases. For the description of J. a set of five parameters, a, ß, Cm, 7?dci, and

Jb. has to be fitted according to Eqs. 6.9 and 6.18. Such a fit is shoAvn in Fig. 6.4

for molecule M2. From the fitted parameters, A can be calculated analytically

from straightfonvard Laplace transforms using Eq. 6.13. The result is also shoAvn

in Fig. 6.4. The theoretical curves match the obseivations within the experimental

error.

Figure 6.4: Histograms K and ./. The A\dggly A' is the normalized histogram
of the experimental inter-photon times determined for molecule M2 at an

excitation intensity of 450k\V/em2. ddie Aviggly .7 was calculated using

a FFd?. The smooth J is a fit and the smooth A' is the corresponding

prediction.

The above parameter set was determined for scATral molecules at scwera! laser

intensities bcloAv saturation. Foi molecule Mi a, 3, and Cm are displayed in Fig. 6.5.

a increases sIoavIv Avith 7L as expected. In contrast, ß depends strongly on lSj Avith

a very small offset, while C'm hardly changes with increasing Id in agreement with

the data in Fig. 6.3. Approximate expressions for a, ß, and Cm have been derived

in section 2.5. Inserting the equation for Cm (Eq. 2.30) into the eciuation of ß

(Eq. 2.29), one obtains ß ~ Fi(f + Cm). Furthermore, it is evident from Eq. 2.30

that Cm has to be zero at zero laser intensity, ddiese Fvo conditions arc incompatible
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0 0.5 1 JL/MWcm-2

Figure 6.5: Raters o. and 3 and contrast Cm as a function of the excitation in¬

tensity IL. Symbols denote the values obtained from fits to the experimental
data of molecule Ml. ddie full lines are a fit to the model.
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with the observations, unless a variation of Ft with laser intensity is supposed. A

linear dependence is therefore introduced, Ä7 = kT + k'^h with kT and /d,, as Iavo

independent parameters, ddie parameters a0. F_>j, k2i. Fr, and k'3] are simultaneously

fitted to the set of experimentally determined a. ß and Cm values. Results of the fit

arc shown in Fig. 6.5 for molecule Ml. ddie data of Alf and Fvo further molecules

are collected in Table 6.1. The parameters change from molecule to molecule. The

fluorescence decay rates are fvpieallv Fl = 2 x 108s~~x. The Fj values arc 2-3

order's of magnitude larger than F3 = 540s ]
at 1.8 K (see Table 3.3). The fitted

kT are compatible with the low-temperature value of triplet relaxation hr ^ 3 x 103

s~x at 1.8 K (see Table 3.3). Avhile tvpical ahIiics of Fr aic larger than kf by 2-3

orders of magnitude. The dependence of Fi on the laser intensity may be as a result

of the molecule being pumped into high« triplet states [127] from the lowest triplet

state, associated with an accelerated rcATrse inter system crossing as indicated by F'r

in the inset of Fig. 6.5. It can be speculated that the remaikable photostability of

terrylene at ambient conditions is lelated to this mechanism.

Molecule <7o hi hi *T Fi

L0-l7cm2 ION"1 10F-1 IOF ' !0Js~]

2- 30Ml L.l 3 0 1.2 14.

M2 7.5 L.2 23. 3.5 2- 30

M3 2.5 1.7 4.4 3.2 1-5

Table 6.1: Transition rates of molecules M1-M3. For Fi the ranges of values ob¬

tained fiom the fits are gfven. kf fixed foi M2.

6.3.3 Sub-poissonian statistics

Photon antibunching and bunching is usuallv connected with sub- and super-

Poissoniarr statistics in the probability distribution of photon numbers detected in a

given time inter val. The occurrence of sub-Poissonian statistics is a second criterion

of a non-classical lacliation field |17]. For the characterization of the statistics, the

normalized second factorial moment is considered, Q(Tmi) =- {({An)2) — {»))/(n),

where n is the number of photons Avithin a time interval 7]nt and (An)2 is the
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A-ariance. Xcgative, zero, and positive Q values indicate sub-, regular, and supet-

Poissonian behavior, respectively.

Q is a measure for the counting noise of the signal. Poissonian signals Avith

Q — 0 exhibit shot noise, which can be calculated bv taking the square root of

the number of detected photons, hi the case of antibunching, the counting noise is

small« than in the Poissonian case and Q is negative, as a result of the fact that

two photons are never detected at the same time and thus the signal fluctuations

arc damped. In contrast, transitions to the triplet state induce important signal

variations between the bright and the dark periods, and therefore the counting

noise is higher than in the Poissonian ease and Q is positive.

Q can be related to J [128]

Q(Tint) =--
-=- / "d? [ L{t")dt" - IXm (6.19)
Frit JO Jo

For sufficiently short times, J can be approximated by A', so that Q(Tmt) can be

directly calculated from the recorded inter-photon time histogram. The result is

shown in Fig. 6.6. Because of the cumulatfvc integrals in Eq. 6.19. the scatter of the

data is completely smoothed out. The agreement Avith predictions calculated from

Eq. 6.9 and 6.19 is excellent for short times Avheie sub-Poissonian behavior is clearly

observed. At longer times, when K deviates from J. deviations appear as may be

seen in Fig. 6.4. This is the first time that a sub-Poissonian photon statistics is

observed in the fluorescence of single molecules.

6.4 Conclusion

Measurements of the second-order autocorrelation functions provide extensiAT in¬

formation about the photophvsies of a single molecule. Using the new technique

described in this chapter, all t he photophysical parameters of a chromophoie can be

determined in onlv 20s in a single experiment. This has a strong potential in combi¬

nation with SCOM, because, in this Avav, variations in the photophysical properties

can be related to spatial positions, ddie experiments performed on terrvlcne arc
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O

io"6Tnt/s
Figure 6.6: Normalized second factorial moment, Q(Tmt). Full line:

experimental data of molecule M2. Dashed line: prediction accord¬

ing to Eqs. 6.9 and 6.19. For visibility, the negative values arc

enlarged by a factor of 200.

an illustration of the capabilities of the method. Especially, they sIioav that single

molecules could be used as an ideal source of non-classical light. In the future, it

would be interesting to extend these measurements to Ioav temperature. It Avould.

for instance, enable a precise comparison between spectroscopic and temporal piop¬

erties of single molecules.
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7. Conclusions and outlook

But if the physicist wanted to. they could also dig under the chemists in the

problem, of chemical analysis. It would be very easy to make an analysis of

any complicated chemical substance; all one would, have to do would, be to

look at ü and see where the atoms are.

Richard P. Fcynman. "There's Plenty of Room at the Bottom",

Sei. Eng. 23, 22 (1960).
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In this thesis, the implementation of scanning confocal optical microscopy at

verv Ioav temperatures down to 1.8 K has been discussed in great detail. The tech¬

nical difficulties can be overcome using the arsenal of methods and piezoelectric

materials developed for scanning probe microscopies. The new instrument enables

the advantages of SCOM — high-background 1 eject ion, local light analysis, com¬

bination with SPMs — with the benefits of loAv-temperature spectroscopy — very

narroAv ZPLs. high luminescence quantum yields — to be combined. Three exper¬

iments haAT been picscnted which illustrate typical applications of the instrument

in the field ol single-molecule detection.

The experiments on thin films ol CalF doped with drvalcnt samarium ions have

shown that samples Avhich apparenth- seem homogeneous in bulk measurements can

exhibit sharp structural and optical inhomogeneities when investigated by AFM and

SCOM. respectively. It is possible that such a behavior is relatively common. In

such a case, it would be interesting to knoAv Avhcthcr the heteiogcneity influences

the chemical and physical pioperties of the material. In general, single-molecule

micioscopv seems to be the method of choice to investigate heterogeneous samples,

ddie experiments on thin films have also shoAvn that extremely weakly emitting

single molecules or ions can be detected using SCOM. ddie actual detection limit

cotrld be probably even further improved. However, problems related to background

and alignment procedures gain lapidlv in importance witlr decreasing signals.

SCOM in the time domain is a verv promising technique. Up to now, experi¬

ments have never been peifonned to nrvestigate the influence of the spatial position

on the temporal properties of a molecule. For Instance, «ystal surfaces should in¬

troduce cavitv-likc effects Avhich modify the lifetime. Autocorrelation measurements

have the advantage of providing a Avealth of information in a very short time. Sys¬

tematic studies to record variations of the photophysical parameters as a function

of the spatial position Avould be of special interest.

Finally, the experiments involving the scanning probe apparatus in mv opinion

show the greatest potential. Of eomse. the instrument needs to be further improved

by the implementation of a feedback regulation system. Using this new capability,

the tip-to-molecule distance could be precisely tuned, and even more importantly,
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the tip could be approached to the sample without damage. The experiments on

the Stark effect induced by a tip have confirmed the usefulness of the technique

by revealing new observations: an anomalous Stark shift and tip-induced spectral

dynamics. A generalization of the concept to other interactions Avould be extremely

interesting. An especially exciting experiment Avould consist of scanning a tip under

voltage OATr a single molecule. The electric field, stronglv inhomogeneous as a

result of the geometry of the tip. would cause a position-dependent Stark shift.

The two-dimensional map of this Stark shift would then provide the electric field

distribution. Inversely, the position dependence of the shift Avould enable resolution

of single molecules beyond the diffraction limit. The potential of this concept to

introduce ucav and useful scanning micioscopv teehniciues can hardly be foreseen.

Methods to record images Avith molecular resolution and optical information would

be extremely desirable. Techniques like STM or AFM can provide images with

molecular resolution, but do not, possess the chemical sensitivity characteristic of

optical methods. Solutions to this important challenge will presumably be developed

in the future.
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